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SECTION I

Introduction

This document comprises the final report in accordance with CLIN 0002 of

MICOM Labs Contract DAAH01-80-C-1618. The report is bound in two volumes:

Volume I covers Phase I (CLIN 0001) and that part of Phase II (CLIN 0003)

which was contained in the original contract dated 30 September 1980.

Volume II covers that part of Phase II which was added on 15 September 1981

(sometimes called "Task 3"), which involved image processing of missile

flight and target imagery from a live TOW missile firing. The scope of

this study wargoverned by Technical Requirement No. R-0034 (statement of

work) contained in the Contract and by the funding and schedule limitations

of that contract. Section 1.0 (Scope) of R-0034 is as follows:

1.1 Objective

The purpose of this effort is to conduct the various tradeoff analyses

and evaluations necessary to provide an optimum solution(s) to the

problems of stabilizing and/or tracking targets for manportable,

direct fire guided missiles. The effort will consist of technology

survey, evaluation, ranking, and critical component test validation.

The missile application toward which this effort is directed, is a

future infantry anti-tank/assault guided missile.

1.2 Requirements Description

1.2.1 During Phase I, the contractor shall collect technology

status data, perform analytical tradeoff studies, evaluate alternatives,

and establish a matrix of technical alternatives. This matrix will

provide the government with the contractor's estimate of performance

(range, accuracy, countermeasures hardness), size, weight, develop-

ment costs and unit production costs.

1.2.2 During Phase I, the contractor shall furnish (a) the tradeoff

matrix, with supporting rationale, and (b) a test plan for an economi-

cal series of experiments to implement and conduct initial evaluation of
1



critical components using breadboard hardware.

1.2.3 During Phase II, the contractor shall conduct these

critical component evaluation tests after Army approval of the
test plan.

In accordance with these objectives and requirements, a tradeoff study
was performed, a recommnended configuration selected, and a brassboard

tracker system designed and built. The system was then tested in the
laboratory and in the field.

The enginetring effort funded by the contract for Phase I was based on
404 man hours. The performance period of Phase I was from award (30 Sep-
tember 1980) to 30 November 1980. Phase 11 funding was based on 2359
man hours for the original scope, and 589 additional hours for the image

processing task. The performance period of Phase II was from 7 January
1981 to 30 November 1981.



Section II

PHASE I - TRADEOFF STUDY

1. Introduction

Experience has shown that gunner aiming error and tracking jitter are the

limiting factors in the accuracy of manportable direct fire guided missiles.

To improve the performance of such weapons it is necessary to aid the gunner

in target track*'ng and stabilization so that an accurate line-of-sight can

be provided to the missile guidance system. Phase I of this study was

performed to define the best technical approach to the tracking and

stabilization problem.

The study consisted of four principal tasks:

1. Concept definition

2. Prescreening

3. Final evaluation & selection

4. Phase II Test Plan development

2. Summa r

Thirty-one alternative approaches were defined for Task 1. These approaches

consisted of various combinations of scene stabilization, target tracking

and line-of-sight stabilization methods ranging from a totally unaided and

completely manual system to fully automated and totally independent target

tracking and line-of-sight stabilization systems using mechanical, optical

and electro-optical techniques.

3 j



The prescreening process was a qualitative evaluation of the 31 candidates

based upon engineering judgement and past experience with similar systems.

The 4 most promising candidates were selected for a more detailed and

quantitative evaluation. The four candidates selected for final evaluation

were:

A. DUAL GIMBAL - Independently gimballed IR sensor and

Laser Projector.

B. COMAION GIMBAL - Sensor and projector mounted on a

common 2 axis gimbal system.

C. CO0MN MIRROR - Sensor and projector optical line-of-

sight controlled by a single 2 axis

mirror.

D. FIXED SENSOR - Scene stabilized electro-optically;

projector line-of-sight controlled by

a 2 axis mirror.

Figure 2.0-1 is a summary of the final evaluation. The common gimbal

achieved the highest score and was recommended for the testing during

Phase II of this study. A test plan for the implementation and evaluation

of the selected approach was developed for Phase II, and is published

separately as MDC Report G9296 (see Bibliography, item #37 in the Appendix).

4
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3. Initial Screeninq

In the initial screening, a general ranking of candidate methods, with

respect to each evaluation factor, was based upon engineering judgment using

past experience with similar systems. The alternative conceptual combinations

were formulated, a ranking and weighting scheme established, and a group of

engineers with experience in applicable fields was asked to grade each

configuration. Surviving concepts were then selected as detailed below.

3.1 Groundrules and Assumptions

The system configurations to be considered were limited to those utilizing

IR image sensing for the purpose of pointing a laser beam for guiding a

missile in abeam-rider mode. Tracking could be manual or automatic (electro-

optic), but various image processing techniques with regard to finding the

desired target point within the scene were not permutated. In other word;,

the stabilization and pointing techniques were focused on, not the focal

plane-image evaluation questions.

For this reason, grading on the IR technique intensive factors of "Aerosols/

CM" and "Target Mix" was bypassed for the initial screening. The criteria

for the other factors is shown in Table 3-2.

Crnfigurations which included electrical laser beam steering (such as the

use of magnetic stripe domains in deflector crystals) were not considered

because current state-of-the-art with respect to size, weight and power

are felt to be inconsistent with the near-term manportable problem.

3.2 Configurations

The following major configuration elements were considered:

1. Manual tracking

2. Electro/Optic tracking

3. Scene (display) not stabilized

4. Scene (display) stabilized

5. Sensor LOS not stabilized

a. No inertial sensing

b. With inertial sensing

6



6. Sensor LOS stabilized

a. Mirror
b. Gimbal

7. Projector LOS not stabilized

8. Projector LOS stabilized

a._ Mirror
b. Gimbal

CG. Common gimbal
CM. Common mirror

The combinational choice branching in which gunner capability would affect

performance include only items 1 thru 4, the remainder are implementation

choices, in which the design alone would improve or degrade (relatively)

the capabilities inherent in what is being asked of the gunner.

All realizable combinations of these elements, excluding those which are

illogical, are listed in Table 3-1, using the above element designations.

For example, configuration l-4-6b-8a would provide the gunner with a stabilized

scene display(element 4) in which he would be required to place a cross hair
reticle on the target (element 1); the sensor line-of-sight (LOS) is mechanically

stabilized by mounting it in a gimbal (element 6b), and the laser projector
* LOS is mechanically stabilised by a rotating mirror (8a). An example of an

illogical combination would be 1-3-6b-7, wherein the output of a stabilized

sensor drives a scene display which is n6t stabilized. Combinations wherein

complexity must be added to achieve degraded performance were considered

illogical.

No combinational distinction was made between the target designation phase and the

missile flight phase of operation. Grading implications of the designation

phase were considered under the factors "Accuracy", and "Training Ease".

The all manual unaided case was included to help calibrate the scoring process,

although the performance of that configuration is known to be less than the

acceptable minimum.

3.3 Evaluation Method

A pre-screening evaluation matrix was constructed, showing the grading factors

and their weightings, and all the configuration combinations from Table 3-1.

* This form is shown in Fig 3-1. The criteria used for the eight attribute

factors is shown in Table 3-2.

7
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TABLE 3-1

POTENT IAL COMB INATI ONS

(Designations refer to the elements
listed in the text of Section 3.2)

Manual Tracking:

Scene not stabilized

1-3-7
1-3-8a
1-3-8b

Scene stabilized

1 -4-5a-7
1 -4-5b-7a
l-4-5b-Ba Sensor LOS not stabilized1 -4-5b-7a
1 -4-5a-Bb
1 -4-5b-8b

1-4-6a-7
1-4-6a-8a Sensor LOS stabilized
1 -4-6a-Bb
1 -4-6b-Ba
l-4-6b-Bb
1-4- 6a-8a-Ctl
1 -4-6b-8b-CG

E/O Tracking:
Scene not stabilized

2-3-5a-8

2-3-5a-8b
2-3-5a-8b
2-3-5b-8b

Scene stabilized

2-4-5a-8a
2-4-5a-8b Sensor LOS not stabilized
2-4- 5b-8a
2-4-5b-8b )

2-4-6a-8a
2-4-6a-8b
2-4-6b-8a
2-4-6b-8b Sensor LOS stabilized
2-4-6a-8a-CM
2-4-6b-8b-CGI
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Five highly regarded MDAC engineers, each wi " at least ten years experience

in a field directly applicable to this problem,were asked to make their best

engineering judgments about the candidate configurations, utilizing the

format of Fig. 3-1.

The areas of expertise of the five participants were:

1. Missile and spacecraft guidance evaluation and error analysis

2. Missile and fire control systems design, analysis

3. Mechanical design of optics and servo mechanisms

4. Analysis,concept synthesis of electro-optical systems

5. Missile and spacecraft guidance and control systems design, analysis

Three of the participants had previous experience in anti-armor systems, two
did not.

Following some preliminaries to establish uniformity in the grading approach,

each engineer independently graded all factors for each of the thirty one

combinational configurations, obtaining a weighted score for each.

* 3.4 Results and Selection
The maximum possible score (all 5's) is 450. Twenty-one configurations

received scores of 300 or greater by at least one scorer, 10 of which received

a score of 300 or greater by 3 or more scorers. These 10 included configuration

1-3-7, the manual unaided case, which was dropped for unacceptable guidance

performance, and the other nine retained for further scrutiny. These are

shown in Table 3-3. The average score column is simply the average of the 5

scores, with no modifications or weighting for the relative expertise applied

to the various scoring factors.

The nine configurations retained all utilize automatic electro-optic target

tracking, and provide a scene display to the gunner which is stabilized

(isolated) from the angular case motion which he induces. These are performance

enhancement features, and performance (guidance accuracy) was heavily weighted.

i,
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The surviving group of nine configurations .w3sthen examined against the non-

survivors to see if the scoring method appeared to achieve resonable results,

since there is always the possibility that summing weighted scores can be

misleading, as was the case with the 1-3-7 combination.

The selections appear reasonable, to the extent illustrated by the following

example: If the sensor LOS and projector beam are steered independently, with

a mirror for one, and a gimbal mount for the other, then gimbaling the heavier

projector, and steering the larger sensor mirror (2-4-6a-8b) should be less

attractive than gimballing the l'iihter FLIR and pivoting the smaller projector

mirror (2-4-6b-Ba, which "made the cut").

A potentially better method of utilizing judgment based on experience would

be to weight the score of each factor by a measure of the scores area of

expertise and achieve a "modified" score on a per factor basis, then apply

the same factor importance weights as before to obtain a score for each

configuration. This method was applied to the nine surviving configurations;

the result is displayed in Fig. 3-2.

Four of the remainl ng nine constructs were selected for the more detailed

evaluation, these are indicated with a letter in the right margin in Fig. 3-2.

A, B, and C are the three highest scoring in the category of a stabilized

sensor LOS. They were also the highest three in unmodified scoring. A

fixed sensor LOS has the potential forligbter weight, and with a gyro, might

achieve adequate performance. Themivror steered projector version (D) was

chosen, in order to have a look at the potentially small steering t.irror for

that case, not covered among A, B, or C.

It is appropriate at this point to provide a more elaborate description of the

four selected configurations, as envisioned at the end of the initial screening

activity, after which they will be referred to by the letter designations

A, B, C, or D.

13
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Configuration A

The display to the gunner is stabilized from his angular motion. This is

achieved by mounting the sensor, a miniturized FLIR, on a 2-axis gimbal, with

active control. The target line of sight (LOS) to the aim point is initially

established by the gunner, and during missile flight by the sensor image

processor. The control systemmatntat'ns the target within the field of view
(FOV) of the sensor. The lazer beam is directed along the aimpoint LOS by

mounting the projector on a separate gimbal, the job of the control system

being to point it where the image processor determines the aimpoint to be,

plus any biases useful for reducing miss distance, such as compensation for

missile autopilot error hangoff due to the laser beam rotation to follow

crossing targets. By separately moving the projector, the tracker and
display are not disturbed by the biases or control dynamics of that part of

the system.

AConfiguration B
This is the same as configuration A except that the laser beam projector is
mounted rigidly to the same 2-axis gimballed platform as the sensor, and

*boresight aligned to the sensor. Biasing the laser beam angle for guidance

lead is not possible without degrading sensor performance and.possibly, display

meaning.

Configuration C

The displayed scene again is stabilized from gunner motion and the target

is auto-tracked by the image processor, however the FLIR and projector are

fixed to the case, and the sensor LOS and projector beam are steered together

by a single, common steering mirror. The configuration B restrictions on

guidance beam lead apply here.

Configuration D

In this case the sensor is fixed, it's LOS being steered only by case (gunner)

motion, while the projector beam is pointed by a steering mirror. Case

motion is sensed by a gyro, the displayed scene is stabilized by electronic

means, and the target auto-tracked after manual designation.

..--.
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4.0 Evaluation of Candidates

Each of the four remaining candidates was evaluated in some detail, to see

what the important design parameters and risks would be. Some common ground-

rules used in the evaluation are given, followed by the results of the

analysis for each candidate.

4.1 Groundrules and Assumptions

A one-man portable, shoulder held weapon is assumed. The gunner jitter

model for controls analysis is 4 milliradians at 2 hertz. There are to be

a minimum of gunner tasks during battlefield operations.

Maximum range to the target is 2 km, minimum guided range is 60 m. The

assumed missile performance is as shown in Figure 4.1-1, and is the same

as the MDAC proposed IMAAWS weapon. Targets are to be the same as stated

in that proposal (Appendix, Ref. 30).

Many of the configuration trades involve the provision for pointing the

laser beam ahead of the line-of-sight in a crossing target situation, in

order to reduce missile beam centering error. The maximum amount of beam

lead required is + 20, as derived from Figure 4.1-2. The required

accuracy of pointing the laser beam, with respect to the sensor aimpoint

LOS, in order to not introduce more than 0.08 meters of additional miss

distance, is shown in Figure 4.1-3.

The laser beam will be at 10.6 p m wavelength, and the sensor will be a

miniaturized serial scan FLIR, operating in the 8-12 . m spectral band.

16
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The overall accuracy goal of the pointer-tracker system is 100 micro

radians, one sigma, with a useful upper limit of 200 micro-radians.
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4.2 Evaluation Criteria

Following is a discussion of each of the evaluation factors to be used.

The relative weights for the evaluation matrix are given in Section 5.1.

A. Accuracy

An accuracy analysis of each candidate configuration was performed, using

a combination of simulation results and analytical techniques. Error

sources are identified and their effect on ultimate laser beam pointing

error determined.

B. Weight

*To obtain an accurate weight estimate, an optical layout was made for each

configuration showing significant parameters such as aperture sizes, mirror

sizes, beam excursion, and spacing of all major optical and electro-optical

components. The tracker drive components' size and weight for each config-

uration is attained by analysis of the control requirements and identifica-

tion-of available components satisfying these requirements. A summnary of

component weights Is then tabulated.

C. Risk

Risk arises in three areas; technical, schedule and cost. There is a strong

interrelationship between the three areas and is, to some degree, subjective.

Technical risk is related to (1) the degree to which the desired perfor-

mance or design technology have been demonstrated (present status) and

(2) its criticality to the achievement of operational success. Schedule

risk is directly related to technical risk because as the degree of

technical uncertainty grows, it is more likely that development problems

will arise causing a schedule impact. Cost risk is a function of the

20



technical risk as it impacts the schedule and the uncertainties in cost

estimation. The relative grading on risk was based primarily on the

degree of technical difficulty perceived in achieving a design that would

be rugged and reliable.

D. Relative Unit Production Costs

A relative unit production cost was determined for each alternative, based

on past experience with similar hardware. The number of optical and active

control elements was used as a primary indicator of unit cost.

E. Crossing Target Accuracy

The relative grading for crossing target accuracy was based on the ability

to steer the laser beam independently of the sensor aimpoint LOS, to obtain

a guidance bias to compensate for missile autopilot error "hang-off" when

the LOS is rotating. There are other possible methods of achieving this

bias correction, however, and a tradeoff study to determine the best

approach is beyond the scope of this study. Some of the potential methods

are: (1) modulate the laser beam encoder rotational speed; (2) offset the

sensor LOS from the aimpoint, and deal appropriately with the resultant

image processing and display problems; (3) integrate the guidance error

signal at low frequencies in the missile electronics; and (4) provide a

bias signal to the missile control processor at launch, proportional to

the initial LOS rate. Because of these considerations, the weighting

given to this factor will be lower than if independent LOS steering were

the only possible method of achieving guidance lead.

F. Adverse Environmental Effects

Aerosols and countermeasures (e.g., smokes) were approached in terms of

21
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the target signal attenuation which they impose and the background

(scattered solar and self-emitted) noise which they provide. Each of these

phenomena impacts the system by reducing the target signal-to-backgroundj

contrast ratio. The impact of aerosols and countermeasures on system

performance was determined via modeling the system minimum resolvable

* temperature which is dependent upon the modulation transfer function and

signal-to-noise ratio.

G. Reliability and Maintainability (R&M)

R&M evaluations are developed considering the complexity and types of hard-

ware used to implement each of the four candidate concepts. Tabulation of

piece parts and classification by failure rate were the primary factors in

establishing an R&M~ grading.

H. Target Mix Accommnodation G

The primary targets of concern are modern main battle tanks. However, the

manportable guidance systems considered here are also applicable to attack-

ing helicopters, bunkers and other fortifications. As a result, this study

J has emphasized response to the tank threat and considers response to other

threats whose imposed requirements are not in conflict. Surveys were

undertaken to acquire target signature information for each of the

potential targets. Analysis is then conducted to estimate the tracking

capability of tank-oriented error sensing and correcting techniques with

respect to the other targets of concern.

22



I. Training

- Each of the alternatives for gunner error sensing and error correction was

analyzed to identify and define the gunner tasks required for target

acquisition and tracking. These tasks include manual operations such as

control activation, perceptual discriminations (e.g., visual, auditory,

and somatic), interpretation and calculation (e.g., tank or APC recognition,

range estimation, target location at point of impact), and decisions. Each

task identified is evaluated as difficult to train on a 10-point scale,

with a rating of '" defining a task which requires essentially no training

and "10" defining tasks which are not trainable.

J. Relative Development Cost

An estimate was made of the relative cost to fully develop each of the

candidate configurations. Design complexity and technical risk were used

as the main influences in assigning grades for this factor.

V,

--
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4.3 Analysis

In order to establish quantitative tradeoff data in the areas of accuracy

performance and weight, the most influencial selection factors, a sensor

analysis and a control system analysis were performed for each of the

four remaining candidate configurations. These analyses also aided in

developing grades for cost, reliability and training factors.

Much of the analysis was, by the necessity of the schedule, derivational

and parametric in nature, however a tracking/stabilization simulation,

previously developed for beamrider guidance system analysis, was invaluable

in quantifying performance parameters and in gaining insight into system

behavior.

Following is a brief description of the methods and results of those

analyses.

4.3.1 Candidate A (Separately Gimbaled Projector and Sensor)

4.3.1.1 Concept Description

Assuming the ability to make use of all information available, the most

general system concept would make use of independently gimbaled instruments.

This would allow for the most general target mix requirements, and allow

for a more stressing crossing target engagement. Specifically, the ability

to lead the signal to the missile, in both azimuth and elevation, would

reduce errors caused by both horizontal and vertical target motion at

significant rates. Independent instrument pointing is highly desirable

at the minimum ranges of interest (see Figure 4.1-2.).

Several candidate arrangements have been evaluated. Each offers a different

trade between complexity, weight, and effectiveness againstcrossing targets.

These candidates are, 1) completely separate gimbal systems for both instru-

ments, 2) a common elevation gimbal with separate azimuth gimbals mounted

within, 3) two-axis gimbaled projector mounted on the sensor platform, and

4) a single azimuth gimbaled projector mounted on the sensor platform. Each
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ofthese arrangements require some~ men of maintaining alignment between

the sensor and projector. The error due to the initial bore-site aligning
is to be no more than 70 u radians. It is also assumed that the dynamic
error between the instruments must not exceed 40 jarad.

Totally separate gimbal systems offer the greatest flexibility, however, the
severe aligment requirements make this option seem very unattractive. There
is no practical way to torque the projector gimbals precisely enough to follow
the sensor and respond to rapidly changing beam lead requirements within a

40 p radian limit. Weight and complexity for this system are also unfavorable.

Option (2) offers the same flexibility in azimuth as option (1), however,
it also has the same alignment limitation. Further, a single large elevation
gimbal may not be lighter and could result in packaging problems. Option (3)
offers the freedom of option (1) with somewhat less alignment difficulties,
since the projector gimbals can be accurately aligned to the sensor platform.
The projector gimbals are only required for beam lead, and as such, require

less travel, but quick response and high precision. It is possible that
the accuracy requirements can be met by this system; however, option (4)
offers the same advantages with only the loss of separately gimbaled
elevations. Since an armored vehicle is not likely to have a significant
vertical velocity component, this loss is acceptable, in view of the -

reduced complexity and weight that it offers. It is anticipated that the
alignment requirements can be met by using a linear potentiometer having
.0001 inch resolution on a 3.3 inch lever arm. The resulting 30 vi radian

- error, RSSed with 30 v radians for random errors caused by the system,
yields approximately 40 u radians accuracy. The implementation of beam
lead will require line-of-sight rate data. This data.can be derived from the
optical tracker data, gyro data, or a combination of both.

Figure 4.3.1.1-1 presents a functional block diagram for this concept, based
on option (4) as described above.

4.3.1.2 Sensor Analysis

Some thermal IR imaging sensors employ seria" scan detectors with time
' delay integration to compensate for high bandwidth requirement and
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resultant low sensitivity. Other types, including the scanning linear

array (and mosaic detectors) can be made more sensitive but require more

*; costly detectors in the focal plane and more sophisticated signal processing.

Each of the types mentioned can give near equal performance as far as pointing

and tracking capability. However, in case of hazy and dusty conditions the

linear scan sensor can out perform the serial scan imaging system in that
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it can produce a higher output tracking signal to noise ratio which may,

in a marginal condition, give it an advantage.

In this study the merits of the different tracking schemes is compared. We

will assume that each tracking scheme has an identical IR imaging sensor.

In Candidate A the imager sensor produces electronic signals corresponding

to IRintensity for every pixel element in the scanned scene. This data

is stored in the image converter which converts the data to signals that

modulate a TV raster so that it can be displayed. Video tracker electronics

also process the stored data to determine the target centroid from target

edge contrast data. The video tracker generates tracking gates corresponding
to target position with respect to the axis center. Error signals derived
from the tracking gate signals are used to drive the gimbals to a zero error

position or, in other words, position the target centroid (aim point) at the

aligned zero position corresponding to the video display center. The laser

gimbal is slaved to the image sensor gimbal, plus guidance lead bias. At

shorter ranges it also becomes possible to place the laser beam at a spot

* on the target different from the centroid and correspondlng to a more

vulnerable kill spot. This can be accomplished with a separate gimbaled

system such as Candidate A by utilizing a bias error signal to torque the

laser projector gimbal to the desired position with respect to the target

centroid. This bias signal would be range dependent, which adds complexity

to the image processing, since range, or something equivalent would have to

be duduced from image characteristics.

The sensor caused pointing errors would be composed

of errors due to centroid tracking errors, image blur due to turbulence,

and alignment errors. These will be discussed separately below.

Centroid Tracking Errors

Potential tracking errors of the target image centroid will depend on the

image resolution. The centroid can usually be tracked to an accuracy of

approximately one-half resolution element. The sensor recommended for

this study would have an angular resolution in azimuth of 270 v rad and
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180 u rad in elevation or an average of 220 v rad. The potential centroid

tracking error would therefore be: II
Aeresol 220 rad 110 u rad

TRACK ==I

Tracking Errors Due to Image Blur Caused by Atmospheric Turbulence

The amount of image blur due to atmospheric turbulence can be shown to be:
R -2 l

1 1.26xi0-D o C2  loge l.4xRxx Z2  ]I/2

ox o'0  N F dz x I r
0 0 0

where

= wavelength ' 11.0 x 106 M

Do  a optics diameter " .08 M

= inner scale of turbulence - 10.  (h)I/3 meter
= 1.7x 10-  for height (h) N 3M above earth

L°  a outer scale of turbulence N 2..-h-

3.5 for h - 3 meters

R * Path lenthN2 KM

C2  = turbulence structure constant which depends on

N altitude h and time of day

5xlO "14 day (h - 3M)
a 3xlO 1 4 night

-I from equation (1)

4'l < a I rl.2xlO' oD C1.4 Rp R3  1/2
oN loge x 3~F ] (2)

Figure 4.3.1-2 shows typical values of C2 for altitude h (M) and time of

day.
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Inserting the parameters in equation (2) we obtain, for image blur due to

turbulence,

<6e2>1/2 N 68 . rad (day)

52 v rad (night)

The centroid tracking errors due to turbulence would be approximately

half this image blur or

E Turb '. 34 uJ rad (day)

26 P rad (night)
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Alignment Pointing Error

Mechanical alignment errors of 70 u radians between the two gimbals and

telescopes are considered obtainable. An electrical alignment error of

40 u radians is estimated for the null uncertainty of the gimbal angle

sensor. The total RMS alignment error is

=/e2  + Ae2 =V/(70)2 + (40)2
£alignment MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL

- 81 U rad.

The total pointing error for Concept A could be

tot - "/c2 TRACK + £2 TURB + €2 ALIGN

u / (110)2 + (34)2 + (81)2 =141 V rad
(DAY TIME)

These errors would be gaussian in distribution.

Sensor Transfer Function

To do a servo analysis of the dynamic performance of the pointing system

requires a transfer function of the sensor system along with sensor tracking

and alignment errors.

In most sensors whether serial scan, linear array scan, or starinq.

the scene is loaded into a frame memory. This is shown in Figure 4.3.1-3.

By lhe time that the scan data is loaded, it contains information that

on the average occurred one half cycle earlier. An additional period of

time is required to process the data to determine the location of the

target centroid. The period of time required to do this processing is

highly dependent upon sophistication of the image processing algorithms

but it must be less than one cycle time. Image correlation techniques

30
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tend to use a large portion of the cycle time for processing whereas

centroid and edge tracking techniques can be done in shorter times. A

one half cycle processing time was used for this study since centroid

tracking techniques are used. This value is also consistant with the

DBA tracker which will be used in Phase II. The total transport delay

for both the image gathering and image processing is one full cycle time

or 1/60 second and the sensor transfer function is "TS.

4.3.1.3 Control Analysis

As explained in the concept description, the most encouraging separate

gimbal system would involve a projector gimbaled in azimuth only, mounted

on the stable platform holding the image sensor. As a result, the control system
oesigns for the common azimuth and elevation gimbals is identical to that

found in Section 4.3.2, and will not be repeated here.
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The projector azimuth gimbal control system will benefit from the stabiliza-

tion supplied by the platform gimbals and therefore will only need to
respond to the low frequency beam lead command. As a result~a bandwidth of

approximately 1 to 2 hz should be sufficient, and the resulting torque

required will be less than that required by the platform gimbals. Allowing

for a bandwidth of 2 hz and assuming a gimbal inertia of 1.8 oz-in-sec 2 ,

the resulting maximum torque required would be 1.08 oz-in.

Figure 4.3.1.3-1 presents a functional description of the control loop and

a simplified block diagram.

Lead Angle Control Torque Dnmc
ComandLogic - Motor

Gimbal
Angle
Sensor

Inner Azimuth
Reference

tk Command KA + KS S resulting

RPMi 4.&1J-1. Pojeor GimbsI CMMl.I

4.3.2 Candidate B (CoWMpJfbJL)

4.3.2.1 Concept Description

The common gimbal concept is the next logical simplification of the system

discussed for Candidate A. That is, both the projector and sensorare

mounted on a single platform which is gimballed in azimuth and elevation

(Fig 4.3.2.1-1). The platform will achieve attitude reference sensing from a

single two axis gyro. Each gimbal will have a travel of+ 5 degrees. Beam lead,

to eliminate hang-off error caused by crossing targeti, is not directly achievable

by separately pointing the laser beam. Essentially, this represents the MDAC

proposed IMAAWS concept as described in reference 30.
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This concept provides a stabilized projector beam and a stabilized scene.
The scene will be stabilized throughtout the tracking process and may also
be stabilized during the designation process if it is found that unaided
Sgunner designation results in unsatisfactory performance.

Once designation has been accomplished, the centroid tracker logic will

compute an aimpoint and cause a reticle to appear in the display. Aimpoint

information will be used to compute torquer coninands while the reticle
information will provide visual feedback to the operator to aid him in
keeping the stable platform within the gimal limits.

This configuration of sensors can provide an estimate of target LOS rate for

use by one of the alternate guidance lead schemes mentioned in section 4.2.
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4.3.2.2 Sensor Analysis

This Sensor concept is shown in Figure 4.3.2.1-.. In Candidate B, the
laser projector and IR imager sensor are mounted on the inner gimbal and

rigidly static aligned to within 70 v radians. Errors due to resolution
and turbulance are the same as those discussed for candidate A (4.3.1.2).

The total pointing error will be a combination of centroid tracking errors

due to resolution capability; image blur due to turbulance; and misalignment

errors. The expected values are:

Resolution Centroid Errors 110 V Rad

Turbulance Induced Centroid Errors 34 P Rad (max)
Misalignment Pointing Errors 70 V Rad

Total Pointing Error RMS 135 u Rad

These error values would be gaussian in distribution with the above total

error being the I a value.

Sensor Transfer Function

The delay time and transfer function would be the same for Candidate B as

for Candidate A which was

F(S)= eTS

Where T is the frame time " 1/60 sec.

4.3.2.3 Control Analysis

Analysis of the comion gimbal concept was performed to determine torque
requirements, power requirements, and accuracy. Torque and power require-

ments relate directly to weight. The major design trade on which the
final selection will be made is weight versus accuracy. System accuracyhas been estimated using a combination of analysis and digital simulation. f-
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A simplified single axis block diagram of the common gimbal concept is

shown in Figure 4.3.2.3-1. Because of the limited angular freedom (± 50)

the two axes can be treated independently with no significant error. The

system shown in this figure has been configured so that the stabilization

function is separated from the tracking function. This allows independent

design of both functions so that the different requirements can be

addressed separately to achieve the best overall performance.

The gimbals provide a natural isolation from high frequency gunner jitter.

The second order stabilization loop has been designed to remove the gunner

jitter which enters the system via friction torque and magnetic drag.

Torquer motor back EMF is virtually eliminated by using a current drive

instead of a voltage drive. It has been found that a bandwidth around

7-10 hz provides good response. Since stabilization and tracking functions

are separated, the tracking filter can be designed to handle the low

frequency target motion. A bandwidth near 1 hz has been found to provide

good response to target motion while filtering the high frequency tracker

noise.

The feed forward loop serves to increase the type of the control system to

allow the system to track a moving target with no "hang-off error." It

also provides line-of-sight rate for the missile guidance needs.

Torque Requirements

The torque requirements were determined as a function of both system band-

width and gimbal inertia. Maximum torque requirements occur during the

target acquisition transient. Maximum target line-of-sight rate and

initial gunner tracking error prior to designation are the causes of the

acquisition transient. Figure 4.3.2.3-2 presents torque requirements as

a function of bandwidth for the common gimbal case. Torque has been

normalized for gimbal inertia. Section 4.3.3.3 presents a detailed

derivation of the equations used to obtain this data and, for convenience,

will only be summarized here. Maximum torque required to handle the
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acquisition transient due to a crossing target having a velocity of -Ii
11 m/sec is

WN
(max)= 2.5

where R is the range to the target in meters, I is the inertia, and WN is the

natural frequency of the stabilization loop. The torque requi-ed to

prevent saturation due to gunner pointing error at designation is

T Wn2 EG

Where the value EG (gunner pointing error at initiation) is used to size

the torque motor and define the operating range for the system.

Torque requirements for gunner acquisition errors indicate that any final

design will probably provide an acquisition mode to aid in reducing this

error prior to the designation initiation.

The MDAC IRAD project hardware for this configuration was used as a basis to

estimate a gimbal inertia of 2.4 oz-in-sec 2 in each axis for this configuration.

This corresponds to a maximum torque requirement of approximately 19 oz-in.

Figures 4.3.2.3-3 and -4 present simulation results for this configuration.

Power Requirements

It can be shown (Section 4.3.3) that power required is proportional to

torque squared. Figure 4.3.3.3-4 presents data for both the common gimbal

and common mirror concepts. As can be seen, power required for the gimbal

concept will be well below an equivalent mirrored system. It is questionable

whether the mirror inertia can be reduced to a point that would make that

concept competitive with the gimbal concept, on a power consumption basis.

Accuracy

Imaging sensor errors and base motion distrubances are the dominant error sources
impacting the control design. Imaging sensor errors show up as both a .:N
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.. bias and a random error. The basis error is caused by the steady state
error in the ability to define the aimpoint. This error remains the same

for all candidate systems and does not show up as an evaluation factor.

- The tracking error resulting from the random error source (sensor noise)

increases with the control system natural frequency. The dynamic error

which results from base motion decreases with increasing control system

frequency.

The performance of this system has been optimized by selecting the

stabilization system natural frequency that minimized the total tracking

error from these two error sources. Tracking errors due to gyro drift,

gyro noise, and gimbal angle sensor noise were also investigated and

found to be at least an order of magnitude lower than the image sensor

noise.

4.3.3 Candidate C (Common Mirror)

* 4.3.3.1 Concept Description

This concept uses a common steering mirror to simultaneously stabilize both

the sensor and laser line-of-sight as shown in Figure 4.3.3.1-1. The laser

4' and imaging sensor are mechanically aligned so that nulling the sensor

aimpoint error also causes the laser line-of-sight to intersect the aimpoint.

Beam lead required to reduce the guidance error for crossing targets must

be implemented by modulating the laser beam, or one of the other schemes

mentioned in Section 4. Gyros and gimbal angle sensors are used to isolate

the line-of-sight from base motion caused by gunner Jitter.

This configuration has an optical gain of 2 to 1 in line-of-sight motion

about the gimbal axis parallel to the mirror surface. This property has

the undesirable effect of coupling base motion directly into the line-of-

sight. More control system effort is required to stabilize this axis than

the other gimbal axis which has a one to one line-of-sight rotation with

mechanical rotation. In the one to one axis, the line of sight is naturally

isolated from base motion through the inertia of the mirror. Base motion

only effects the line-of-sight through indirect effects such as friction

41
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and electrical wire torques. In a well designed system, these indirect

effects can be an order of magnitude less than the direct coupling in the

2 to-1 axis.

Several alternate common mirror concepts were considered in an effort to:

* reduce system weight by using shared optics, and

* provide base motion isolation in two axes.

These alternatives generally resulted in more complex and higher risk

systems and were therefore not considered as the baseline common mirror

concept. The alternate concepts are discussed below.

Common Mirror Alternatives

Concept Cl

Several approaches were considered for stabilizing the optical line-of-

sight of the thermal sight and the laser beam with a common, servoed
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C

optical system. Illustrated in Figure 4.3.3.1-2

is the minimum complixity approach, but the size of the servoed element is

largest.

For separate FLIR and laser optical paths, the turning flat is elliptical

and measures about 15 cm x 23 cm x 5 cm. This accommodates + 60 motion,

120 mrad laser beam divergence, and 80% useful optical area. If the

optical paths are shared, using dichroics or other techniques discussed

below, the mirror dimensions can be reduced by about 30 percent to

11 cm x 16 cm x 3 cm for a weight reduction of roughtly 70 percent. In

either case, the weight can be estimated at about 35 percent of an equival-

ent solid aluminmum mass; this assumes that a lightweighted (honeycombed,

cored, etc.) substrate of aluminum, graphite/epoxy, or other suitable

material is used. The larger mirror mass is approximately 1.3 kg and the

small is 0.4 kg, a significant difference.

An actuation concept which has been used in other systems is shown in

Figure 4.3.3.1-2b. Linear electromagnetic or hydraulic actuators are used

(* to move the short distances required to achieve + 6 degrees of motion

about a pivot. The actuation is oriented to achieve one-to-one line-of-

sight stabilization in elevation (by aligning downstream leg of FLIR input

. path parallel to El-axis) and two-to-one compensated control in azimuth.

It should be noted that the rotations of the line-of-sight in elevation

will be accompanied by an equal image and laser beam rotation about the

line-of-sight.

Concept C2

Another concept considered, shown in Figure 4.3.3.1-3, is

considerably more complex but features the advantage of providing LOS
stability by one-to-one inertial stabilization of two relatively small

folding mirrors, each gimbaled in one axis. An afocal telescope with a

magnification of 2 is used to compensate for the two-to-one ratio of LOS

0.43
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Figure 4.3.3.1-2b. Linmr Acuatio for Cl Mirror

Fiure 4.3.3.1-7 Single Mirror Stabilization of FLIR and Lar

motion. All optics, the FLIR, and the laser are rigidly tied together.

% OnlymirrorsMl and M3 are gimballed to allow inertial stabilization. Ml

compensates for motion about one axis (e.g., elevation) and M3 compensates

for motion about the orthogonal axis (e.g., azimuth). The extra fold

through M2 is required to allow true inertial stabilization of M3 about

the azimuth axis with a gital axis parallel to the mirror reflecting

surface (i.e., the one-to-one stabilization of the Az mirror results in

an effective two-for-one Az LOS motion to compensate for the X2 telescope).
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motions are reduced (e.g., from + 60 to + 3 - see Figure 4.3.3.1-3 for a
comparison of mirror sizes) and it is further assumed that the laser and
FUIR share a commnon optical path.
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* Note that the FLUR sensor optics f/# ".1.2 must be met or exceeded by the
telescope objective. The FUIR optics are then replaced by a factor of

two shorter focal length objective with f/# > 1.2. The laser divergence
values must be increased a factor of two to compensate for the X2
demagnification which will occur as the beam passes through the telescope.

Furthermore, the telescope objective and secondary must be increased in
size to acconmmodate the diverging laser beam. Assuming that the laser

2 starts out at 1.25 cm diameter with 240 mrad divergence, 15 cm from the
telescope secondary, we find the following:

Leaving Beam Diameter Divergence
Laser 1.25 cm 240 mrad
Secondary L2  4.85 cm 1120 mrad
Primary L, 10.8 cm 120 mrad

*Thus the technique requires about 25 percent larger aperture size and a
minimum of three sizable mirrors to accomplish the job. The alternative

* approach Cl requires only a single large mirror and appears considerably
simpler to implement.

Other stabilization concepts were considered such as the coelostat and
variable prism compensation approaches (Appendix, Reference 6) but both
suffered from even greater size and complexity problems than approach C2
above.

Concept C3 - Shared Beam-paths

A number of approaches to reducing the optical size requirements by combining
'4 transmit and receive paths into commnon areas of the optical elements-

i.e., aperture sharing - are available for use in this application. Two
of the simplest are shown in Figure 4.3.3.1-4. The first is a spatial
sharing approach which simply introduces a folding mirror into the receive
path - obscuring part of the sensor aperture. The second uses a dlchroic
which reflects the 10.6 u~m laser beam and a narrow band of wavelengths
around that value, but passes the rest of the 8-to-12 uim IR wavelength band.
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* In each case where aperture shari,g is used, some risk is introduced into

sensor performance due to the inevitable coupling of detectable amountsp

of scattered laser radiation into the focal plane. This is not an insurmount-

able technical issue, however, and can be solved through appropriate develop-

ment efforts.

*Concept C4 - Belt and Pulley System

MDAC has developed and patented (No. 3, 518, 016) an image stabilization

system which uses belt and pulley to stabilize the image in the 2 to 1 mirror

axis. The Belt and Pulley system uses a 2 to 1 drive ratio to force the 2 to

1 axis of the steering mirror to rotate at one half the angle of the base.
* This is accomplished by stabilizing the inner gimbal using a gyro and torque

motor. The inner gimbal is coupled to the mirror through a 2 to 1 pulley/

belt drive. When the base is moved, the torque required to move the mirror

reacts against the stabilized inner gimbal. This reaction, which tends to
A disturb the inner gimbal, is opposed by the inertia of the inner gimbal.
* The higher the inertia of the inner gimbal, the lower the stabilization

errors due to these reaction torques. In the limit, as the inertia of the
inner gimbal becomes very large in comparison to the nirror inertia, this

system tends to provide a natural isolation from base motion comparable to

that of a gimballed system.

4.3.3.2 Sensor Analysis

The sensor and beam steering configuration is shown in Figure 4.3.3.1-1.

The total pointing error will consist of

Centrold tracking errors
Turbulance created image blur and
Misalignment errors

The centroid tracking error due to resolution would be the same as concepts

* A and B which was 110 u rad. The centroid tracking error caused by image

* blur due to turbulance would, however, be different since the stabilized
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mirror has an angular multiplication of two. This would in effect multiply

the image blur due to turbulance by a factor of two giving a maximum tracking

error due to turbulance of

£Turb = 68 v rad (day)

Alignment errors of 70 micro-radians are the same as Concept B.

The total error would be the RMS value of the component errors or

2Track 22
c Tot 2 + 2 Turb + 2 Align

=1(110)2 + (68)2 + (70)2 A

= 147 prad

4.3.3.3 Control Analysis

The tracking and stabilization system shown in Figure 4.3.3.3-1 has been
configured so that the stabilization and tracking functions are uncoupled.

This allows both functions to be treated independently so that two different

sets of requirements can be addressed separately to achieve the best overall

performance. Both imaging data and gyro information are utilized to take

advantage of the characteristics of each sensor. The gyros are used to

sense the high frequency gunner motion and "stabilize" the optical line-of-

sight to the target line of sight. The target line-of-sight is continuously

updated by the low frequency, drift free imaging sensor data to "track" the

target line-of-sight. The use of both sensors also allows the target

line-of-sight rate equired for missile guidance to be extracted from the

combination of gunner and target motion.

The gyros are operated in a rebalance mode to obtain the optimum performanceI which is achieved when the gyros operate at or near null. In this configura-

4tion, the output from the rebalance electronics is a signal proportional to

the inertial rate of the base assembly. Addition of the gimbal rate infor-
mation to the gyro signal provides an estimate of the line-of-sight rate.
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" Target
LOSR (Sem Lead)

" I Estimate

Target LOS Sensor Filter Motor Dynamics Motion

Stabilization
LOOP

Estimagtion -Angle JB~

~~Sensor oi

Gyrn

Tracking Loop

Figure 4.3.3.3-1b. Common Mirror Conoept "Z-,

The line-of-sight rate estimate is input to the tracking filter consisting

of an integrator which is slaved to the imaging sensor output. In this

configuration, the system acts as a second order stabilization loop in

response to gunner motion since the transfer function of the integrator

output to base motion input is ideally unity. Because the gyro and gimbal

angle sensors are relatively high frequency devices compared to the scene

tracker, the stabilization loop frequency can be made high enough to

respond to gunner motion and provide optimum performance. The stabilization

loop provides a stable base from which the target can be tracked using the

imaging sensor information. The line-of-sight reference is continuously

updated through the tracking filter, which is used to attenuate

imaging sensor noise. The scene tracker bandwidth, although not high

enough to provide stabilization, is more than adequate to provide line-of-

sight information of the low frequency target.

The feed forward loop serves two purposes:

e By increasing the type of the control system, it allows the system

to track a moving target with no "hang off error."

a It provides lne-of-sight rate for the missile guidance system.
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Analysis of the common mirror concept was performed to determine: Torque

requirements; power requirements; and accuracy for the final evaluation.

Torque and power requirements ultimately appear in the concept selection as

weight, and it is this factor that directly influences the final selection.

In addition to using analytical techniques to estimate system accuracy, a

digital simulation was used to provide a more in-depth indication of system

performance to substantiate the analytical results.

Torque Requirements

A simplified single axis block diagram of the common mirror system is shown

in Figure 4.3.3.3-2, The block diagram represents the axis in which there

is a two to one optical gain in the steering mirror configuration. It is

this axis that is discussed in this section since the one to one axis has

the same characteristics as the gimbal system discussed in Section 4.3.2.3

and all discussions in that section apply to the one to one axis of the

common mirror configuration. Because of the limited angular freedom

(+ 6 degrees) the two axes can be treated independently with no significant

error.

The torque requirements were determined as a function of both system

bandwidth and gimbal inertia. The maximum torque requirements occur

during the target acquisition transient which is a function of two parameters:

1. The maximum line-of-sight rate of a crossing target and

2. the maximum gunner tracking error that exists when auto-track is

initiated.

The maximum torque required to acquire and track a crossing target is computed

from the following transfer function:

0 0.5S2 r(KA+KGKR)S+KAKG]

TS (S+ KG) (S )
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OR

0.5 (KA + KGKR) S2 (S + KAKG)

T(S) = KA+KGKR

T (S) (S+KG) ( 2+ KR + K A)

let

KA = WN (WN = The natural frequency of the stabilization loop)

and

R = damping ratio)

then M 0 S2 (WN2  + 2 WNKG) '(S WN2KG

T(S) N N G W N + 2 cWNKG
a.

T T(S)  ( s2  2 ws. 2)

To acheive the desired pointing accuracy for this system it will be true that
2

WN >> 2 CNKG

Therefore the torque to target line-of-sight transfer function can be approxi-

mated as:

TS) 0.5 I WN2 S2

S + 2;W NS + WN2

A crossing target can be represented as a ramp line-of-sight input to the

control system,

". and the torque to inertia ratio becomes,

T(S) 0.5 A WN2

I S + 2 WNS + WN2
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The time response for this transfer function is: 
i

T O"5AWN e'CWNT sin (W )t
T s N

The maximum amplitude occurs when
7r 7r

CW t r or t N

For c * 0.707,

T (MAX) = O.22 8AWN.

(Vel oci t )-

The target line-of-sight rate A = (Ria) 
"

For a target crossing at 11 meters per second

T (MAX)- 2.5WN (R in meters)*T
Or

15 7 F (FN Wn)

T (MAX) ./ ~rN I

This ratio is shown as a function of FN2 the stabilization loop natural frequency,

in Figure 4.3.3.3-3 for a target crossing at a range of 20 meters. The torque to

inertia requirements for the common gimbal system is also shown. The common

mirror system requires half the torque of the common gimbal because of the 2 to

I optical steering mirror. This is one advantage of steerirg mirror concepts.

The torque required to prevent saturation when automatic tracking is initiated

is

T = KA EG ; EG Gunner pointing error at initiation

Or T W W2 E
T N G
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The value of EG used to size the torque motor defines the linear operating

range for the system. The torque to inertia requirements for a linear

operating range of 1, 4 and 12 milliradians are shown in Figure 4.3.3.3-3.";Tbe

12 milliradian case represents a three sigma pointing error for the gunner

error model used in this study. A control system natural frequency in the

range of 20 to 30 Hertz is required to achieve the best performance for the

system. In this frequency range a 12 milliradian linear operating capability

requires torque motor sizes which are impractical for a man portable system.

Since it is ur.desirable to operate with the system largely over-saturated,

a practical solution is to provide an acquisition mode in which the system

operates at a lower than optimum natural frequency until the error is reduced

to a predetermined level at which time the system will automatically switch

to the track mode where it will operate at the higher optimum frequency.

Once the system is operating in the track mode, the tracking errors will be

small.

A linear operating range of + 1 milliradian provides for 10 sigma tracking

error transients which should be more than adequate. With this value of

torque available, an acquisition frequency that is 25% of the tracking

frequency will provide more than the desired 12 milliradian linear acquisition

range and will provide adequate capability to acquire the short range crossing

target. The torque to inertia ratio providing a 1 milliradian linear operating

range during the track mode was used to evaluate the common mirror design

concept.

The moments of inertia for the common mirror system were estimated as:

0.64 oz-in-sec2  for the 2 to I axis2
0.61 oz-in-sec for the I to I axis

Using a stabilization natural frequency of 30 hertz (see section under

accuracy), results in the following torque motor requirements:
10 oz-tn for the 2 to 1 axis

20 oz-in for the 2 to 1 axis
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Power Requirements

Steering mirror concepts require continuous torquing of the steering mirror

to compensate for base motion even in the absence of friction torques.

For every degree of base motion, the mirror must move 0.5 degree to maintain

the line-of-sight in a fixed inertial attitude. The power required can be

estimated by determining the torque required in steady state tracking to

continuously compensate for gunner motion. The torque to base motion

(Figure 4.3.3.3-1) transfer function is

T(S) 0.5S2 (KRS + KA)
BS ~2 KR KA

S2 +T-S + T-

Or

T(S) 05S2 I(2WNS + WN2)

"B(S )  S 2 +2 cWNS + WN2

For a sinusoidal base motion input
=AX

YB(S) S

And

T(S) 05AAS(2cWNS+WN )

I (S2+X2 ) (S2+2WNS+WN2)

Or

T(S) *AXWNS(S + W)

I (S3 + A2) ($2+2cWNS + WN2
~N N)

The steady state value of the transfer function is a sinusoid whose

frequency is X and whose amplitude is:

2 (WA22 6 1 1/2
A W N X + 222

peak l(2,WN>)2 (WN 2)J
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Power is prprinlto toqesquared. Using the gunner jitter mdel for
~ ~C..Y this study

A O .004IF2Radians

X 47 Radians

The square of the torque to inertia ratio as a function of control system
natural frequency is shown in Figure 4.3.3.3-4. The same parameter is shown

for the commion gimb~al system for comparison. The power requirements for the
commlon mirror system will be significantly higher than the gimbal system
unless the inertia of the steering mirror is significantly less than the

N gimbal inertia.

3. Accuracy

Two sources of error predominate in defining system accuracy: imaging

sensor errors and base motion disturbances. Imaging sensor errors are
of two types, bias and random. The bias error is caused by the steady

state error in the ability to define a desired aimpoint. This error is

the same for all four candidate systems and therefore has no influence
on the final selection.

The tracking error resulting from the random error source (sensor noise)

increases with the control system natural frequency. The dynamic error
which results from base motion decreases with increasing control system natural
frequency. To a first order approximation, the performance of the sytem is
optimized by selecting the control system natural frequency that minimizes
the total tracking error from these two sources.

The transfer function of dynamic error due to base motion (Figure 4.3.3.3-2).
* is:

T B(S) S;2 + UWN S+WN 2
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(The error due to friction has been neglected here since it is a second order

effect in the two to one optical axis. Friction is the prime error source

in the one to one axis and in the gimbal systems).

Using a 4 milliradian sinusoidal base motion

fiB S) + X 4 wRad/Sec
S +A

And

c(S) 4 X S52

(S2+X2
)(S2+2cWNS+WN

2)

The steady state value of this transfer function is a sinusoid of frequency

X whose RMS value is

* 4.0[2 N4 i12 (milliradians)J C~~RMSL I( ZN)+(WN '2) 2 2.:

A plot of this dynamic error as a function of the stabilization loop natural

frequency (f WN/2w) is shown in Figure 4.3.3.3-5.
N N.

The error due to sensor noise was analyzed using covariance analysis techniques

programmed on a digital computer. The block diagram in Figure 4.3.3.3-6 was

used to determine the RMS error due to sensor noise. This block diagram

includes the effect of sampling at 60 times per second and a first order

filter in the feed forward loop. This filter does not affect the steady

state dynamic error discussed previously but does reduce the tracking error

caused by sensor noise. The bandwidth of this filter and the tracking loop

filter are selected on the basis of target dynamics, transient performance

and stability considerations. From our experience on the IMAAWS IRAD program,

a 1 hertz bandwidth in both filters provided good transient performance and

stability margin. It is also high enough to encompass the anticipated low

frequency dynamics of the target which should be much less than 1 hertz. Figure

4.3.3.3-5 shows the resultant RMS error due to sensor noise as a fucntion of the
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stabilization loop natural frequency. The resultant total RMS error is also

shown in the figure. The optimum stabilization loop frequency is around
30 hertz.

Tracking error due to gyro drift, gyro noise and gimbal angle sensor noise

were also investigated. Tracking errors due to these sources were at least

an order of magnitude less than the error from the image sensor noise and

therefore had an insignificant affect on the overall accuracy.

A simulation of the steering mirror concept was made so

that the effects of nonlinearities such as transport lags of the imaging

sensors and magnetic drag in the DC torquers could be included in the accuracy

estimate. Bearing friction was found to be negligible in comparison to the

torque motor magnetic drag which was the predominant coupling effect. A first

order Dahl model was used to simulate the magnetic drag.

The peak torque used in the Dahl model was 1% of the peak torque motor

output. This was the value estimated by Aeroflex Laboratories Incorporated,

manufacturers of brushless D.C. torquers used in this type of system. The

slope of the Dahl model was chosen so that 90% of the peak torque was reached

after 20 degrees of travel, a figure also supplied by Aeroflex.

1
The imaging sensor was modeled with a 1 sample (r sec) transport delay; a

sample to sample RMS error of 130 micro-radians; and a first order sample

and hold. The sample to sample RMS error of 130 micro-radians includes the

effect of image resolution and turbulence discussed in Section 4.3.3.2.

Alignment errors are treated in Section 4.3.5.1, Accuracy. Gyro drift,

gyro noise and gimbal angle sensor noise were also included.

A comparison of the stabilizaton loop optimization for the analytical and

simulation results are shown in Figure 4.3.3.3-7. The results of the

simulation agree fairly well with the analytical results. A time history

of the tracking error is shown in Figure 4.3.3.3-8. The transient performance

is well behaved as shown in the plot of the tracking error transient for a

crossing target (Figure 4.3.3.3-9).
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4.3.4 Candidate D (Sensor Fixed)

4.3.4.1 Concept Description

A functional block diagram of Candidate D is shown in Figure 4.3.4.1-1.

With this candidate, the sensor is fixed (not stabilized) and is aimed

by the operator, and the laser beam is pointed by a stabilized mirror. This

mirror is made to track the target position by completing the loop from the

video tracker to the gimbal torquers. It is not necessary that the target

image be in the center of the sensor FOV for the gimbal to point the laser

to the target aimpoint position. Through electronic feedback from the

control system processing to the image display, the target position can

always be made to be displayed at the display screen center.

In Candidate D, since the tracker is not stabilized, the sensor will require

an enlarged scan field by nearly a factor of two. The baseline FLIR

(Candidates A, B & C) utilizes a sensor scan field of 20 elev X 4°az. Doubling

this field would require a 40 X 80 scan to achieve adequate angular coverage

for the unstabilized imager. Increasing the scan field would degrade the

- I -

I I

Gimbel
Angle

Sensor

Processing Error Processin Commands Motors

LC-

FIguN 4.3.4.1-1. Functional Diagram. Fixed Sensor/Steering Mirror Concept
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sensor performance somewhat. The detector dwell time on the target would

be reduced by a factor of 4. This will necessitate an increase in video

bandwidth, resulting in system sensitivity and signal to noise reduction,

by a factor of 2. To compensate for this loss it will be necessary to

increase the sensor aperture by a factor of 1T

Decreasing the focal plane dwell time by a factor of 4 will require scanning

the sensor at a rate 4 times faster. This would probably result in signifi-

cantly higher development costs for the sensor and data processing, compared

to A, B or C. This could have a significant effect on the sensor production

cost. The sensor would likely cost at least 20% more than for the other

candidate configurations.

Additional sensor weight could amount to a 4 oz. (112 gm) increase due to

the larger aperture lens, plus some small weight increase in the scanner/focal

plane area.

Many techniques for beam stabilization and steering are available for use

with the smaller laser beam. Two approaches are shown in figure 4.3.4.1-2.!0
UFU

Laear 0 2-axis Mirror
30 mm x 40 mm Oval x 8 mm Thick

2 an. Al., Glass, etc.

( ( )Rotating Prisms (Rilley)

-30 mm diam x 6 mm Thick
2 ea Germanium. Silicon. Zu On

Searn motion ± max requires

rotating both prisms 1800.

Laser Beam motion ± max to zero requires
rotating one prism I 80.

Rotate about bee axis.

,. Figure 4. ae4.1-1 Lr Stabilized With Mirror (Candidate "DI
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The first is simply the analog of one of the approaches for

Candidate C, described in section 4.3.3.1, and requires a minimum of

one diagonal mirror with dimensions of about 4.8cm x 7.7cm x 1.5cm and a

mass of approximately 40 grams.

The second approach is less straight forward and is based upon the variable

effective wedge angle which can be achieved by rotating two prisms relative

to one another. The required transformation for beam steering in two axes

is not complicated, but may turn out to be excessive in cross coupling.

The optical elements are of low inertia due to the rotation through the

symetry axis of the circular cross section prism.

'4-

For this reason, the use of an optical feedback technique was considered.

Two general approaches are shown in figure 4.3.4.1-3. In the first approach

the FLIR is used as the alignment monitor and the accuracy of the beam

position measurement is limited only by the mechanical stability of the
folding optics and by the resolution of the FLIR.

The second approach uses an additional alicnment measurinc instrument to

measure beam position and will give an accurate azimuth and elevation

error signal using a cheap, simple instrument. It's only drawback, which

is probably minor, is the additional mechanical alignment error between

the IR sensor axis and the alignment autocollimator. This error is no

larger than that associated with the additional folding mirror required

in the first approach discussed above. No modification of the IR sensor is

required, as would be the case with the first approach.

Pointing accuracy for this candidate is effected directly by the accuracy

with which the laser beam direction, with respect to the sensor boresight,

can be measured for pointing control. It is difficult to design a light

but rugged mechanical angle pickoff having micro radian accuracy over a

3 or 4 degree angular range.
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I
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Ia. Auto-Sampting

,, Palrallel

N Alignment

Autocollimetor

b. Alignment Sensing Instrumentation

Figure 43.4.1-. Laew Beam Alignmnt Monitoring (Concpt D)

%I
4.3.4.2 Sensor Analysis

Because the IR sensor would not be stabilized In Candidate D, some bluring

of the scene would occur with image motion. It is felt that the scene

jitter due to the operator could cause an error in image position

determination of up to 3 resolution elements. This would cause centroid

tracking precision to be degraded by almost a factor of three compared

with a stabilized tracking sensor such as Candidate B. This would result

in an approximate centroid track error of

"TRACK 330 Prad.
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The pointing error due to turbulance would be the same as for Candidate B

already discussed which was

£urb =34 urad.

The alignment error is assumed to be a total of 81 ipradian which would be
approximately equivalent to that calculated for Candidate A as discussed

in Section 4.3.1.2 or

£ALIGNMENT = 81 urad.

The total tracking error would be the RMS combination of the above individual

errors or .

TOTAL = /2TRACK + C2TURB + C2ALIGN

= /(330) 2 + (34)2 + (81)2

341 prad (la).

The transfer function of Candidate D would be the same as for all other
candidates which was

F(s) - eTS

4.3.4.3 Control Analysis

From a control analysis viewpoint this concept is functionally identical to
the common mirror concept (Configuration C) discussed in Section 4.3.3.3.

:, The analyses used to define the normalized torque to inertia and power to
inertia ratios in Section 4.3.3.3 are applicable to this concept. The

* actual tarquersize and power requirements for this concept are lower due
to the smaller moment of inertia of the steering mirror. The moments of

inertia for this system were estimated as:

2.3 x 10.3 oz-in-sec2  in the 2 to 1 axis
2.1 x 10. oz-in-sec2  in the 1 to 1 axis ".
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Using a 30 hertz natural frequency for the stabilization loop results in a

maximum torque requirement of

0.04 oz-in in the 2 to 1 axis

0.08 oz-in in the I to 1 axis

These values are smaller than off the shelf hardware. A value of 0.5 oz-in

was used in both axis as a torque motor size because of its availability

*and therefore low cost.

The Fixed Sensor will be less accurate in determining the target line-of-sight
due to the smearing of the image caused by gunner jitter. The image sensor

noise used for this concept is 0.341 milliradians as discussed in Section

4.3.4.2. This is a factor of 2.7 times higher than the common mirror

concept.

The same techniques to estimate system accuracy, discussed in Section

-0 (4.3.3.3, were used for the Fixed Sensor concept. The analytical and

simulation results are shown in Figure 4.3.4.3-1. As anticipated, the

tracking performance of this system is considerably worse than the common

mirror system due to the high increase in image sensor noise.

The pointing accuracy of this concept is also degraded in comparison to

the common mirror concept. In addition to the boresight alignment error

between the sensor and the laser, the uncertainty in measuring the gimbal

angle between the sensor and the steering mirror is an additional source

of error in this concept. The effect of this error on the total pointing

accuracy is discussed in Section 4.3.5.1.
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4.3.5 Evaluation Factors

4.3.5.1 Accuracy p.

The pointing and tracking accuracies for the four candidates are summarized

in Table 4.3.5.1-1. Tracking errors are errors in controlling or defining

the IR sensor line of sight to the target. Pointing errors are errors in

pointing the laser line of slight along the tracking line of sight defined

by the sensor. The ultimate measure of performance is the statistical

sum of these two errors which defines the total tracking and pointing error.

Table 4.3.5.1-1. Accuracy

One-Sigma Pointing/Tracking Error (grad)

Error Dual Common Common Fixed
Magnitude Gimbal Gimbal Mirror Sensor

Error Source (1i) (Candidate A) (Candidate B) (Candidate C) (Candidate D)

A) Tracking Errors

Gunner Jitter +4 MR at 2 Hz 4 4 45 45

IR Sensor
" Track 110 srad 43 43 43 43
" Turbulence 34 jured 13 13 26 13
0 ameo 311 urod N/A N/A N/A 128

Gyro2.r
oNoi 9.5 (/Hr) 2 /CPS 2 2 2 2

Drift/Align 20 Des/Hr 2 2 2 2S:Threshlold 0.01 Deg/Sec 10 10 10 10

RI Tracking Error 46 46 68 143

8) Pointing Errors

IR Seonor/Lar Null Alignment 70 grad 70 70 70 70
Gilx Angle SensorI Null Unertinty 40ured 40 N/A 2 40

" Linearity 0.025% NEG N/A 2 100

Rl5 Pointing Error 81 70 71 128

FOS Tracking end Pointing Error 93 84 98 192

The first three candidates stabilize the IR sensor line of sight and have

comparable performance. The common gimbal system has the highest accuracy

because of its inherent isolation from gunner jitter and the elimination

of-the need for gimbal angle sensors and their associated errors.

The common mirror and dual gimbal systems have approximately the same

performance. The dual gimbal system has a much higher sensitivity to

gimbal angle sensor errors and therefore represents a higher risk in

achieving the desired 100 micro-radian accuracy. The common mirror system
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is much less sensitive to this error and can achieve the desired pointing

accuracy even with an order of magnitude increase in the gimbal angle
sensor errors, and therefore is a lower risk approach.

Candidate D does not stabilize the IR sensor and the accuracy of thisj
concept is the poorest of the four candidates. There are two basic reasons
for its poor performance: degradation of the image sensor accuracy due to
image smear; and the need to accurately measure the large relative angles
between the image sensor and the laser.

'IThe accuracy in pointing the laser beam is directly dependent upon the
accuracy with which the relative angle between the image sensor boresight
and the laser boresight can be measured. In order for candiate D to
meet the minimum acceptable performance requirement, a high precision
gimbal angle sensor is required which represents a high development risk.

4 The pointing and tracking accuracy for crossing targets is essentially
the same as for stationary targets. The principal consideration in
evaluating the candidates for crossing target performance is the ability

4 to provide beam lead to improve guidance accuracy. Candidates A and D
can mechanically provide beam lead since the sensor and laser line of
sight are not mechanically constrained.

The beam lead required varies inversly with the target range and therefore
pointing angle errors which are proportional to the lead angle (eg. gimbal
sensor linearity) tend to be self compensating in terms of miss distance.
At long ranges the principal lead angle error is caused by the null
uncertainty in the gimbal angle sensor. At 26JO meters a null uncertainty
of 40 micro-radians causes a miss of 0.08 meters. Without any lead the
miss is 0.14 meters so that at the longer ranges the advantage of beam
lead is questionable.
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At short ranges beam lead can significantly improve performance. At

100 meters the miss distance without beam lead or other compensation is

1.75 meters. This error can be significantly reduced with a relatively

inaccurate gimbal sensor. Figure 4.3.5.1-1 shows the allowable angle

measurement error as a function of lead angle that contributes a 0.08 meter

miss at all ranges. This accuracy can be met with a gimbal angles sensor

linearity of 6 percent, an easy requirement to meet with a low cost off

the shelf sensor.

The common mirror and common gimbal concepts do not have the capability

of providing beam lead directly, and would have to utilize other methods

of compensation. For the purpose of the study, an accuracy estimate of

0.3 meters for the 100 meter crossing target was used. The selection of

this value is based upon the autopilot and guidance analyses performed

for the IMAAWS proposal. In these analyses, an initial bias term generated

r11137
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in the acquisition and guidance unit was used to compensate for crossing

targets. A number of other methods may also be used to provide the required
compensation as discussed in Section 4.2. Any of these compensation
techniques should be able to meet the 0.3 meter goal required to achieve

high kill probability for a man portable weapon system.

4.3.5.2 Weight and Cost

Weight and cost estimates for each of the four candidates are presented
in Tables 4.3.5.2-1 thru -4. The weights shown are for all parts and

structure associated with the pointing and stabilization system, as

additions beyond an imaginary configuration where the baseline FLIR and
laser projector are rigidly mounted to a guidance unit frame. The weight

of the guidance unit outer case for such a baseline was estimated at 823
grams, so that required growth in case size for each stabilization

configuration could be charged to it. The "structure" element represents
that structure, within the case, required to support the various pointer-
tracker elements.

Unit costs for the pointer-tracker elements were estimated, again as

deltas, based on production quantities in the thousands. There is felt
4 to be a great deal of uncertainty in the $2100. delta cost estimate for

the wide angle FLIR in Configuration D.

4.3.5.3 Targets and Environments

All of the discussion in this section applies equally to all four of the

candidate configurations.

Environmental Factors

The signal to noise ratio of a tt;rmal sensor is directly proportional to

the contrast temperature differential of the target and background or

VSNR =k AT eYN ET
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Table 4.3.5.2-1 Weight and Cost Summary

CONFIGURATION A - SEPARATE GIMBALS

ELEMENT QUANTITY UNIT WT. UNIT COST

(GRAMS)($

GYROS 1 110 1500

TORQUE MOTORS
2 AXIS GIMBAL 2 113 85
(18 az-in)
1 AXIS GIMBAL 1 68 55
(1 az-in)

PIVOT BEARINGS 5 -6

S POWER AMPS

2 AXIS GIMBAL 2 175 70

1 AXIS GIMBAL 1 31 40

POSITION PICKOFFS

m RAD 2 11 55

v RAD 1 100 300 4

WIRING 50 20

FIRSENSOR*

SjSENSOR OPTICS*

PROJECTOR OPTICS*

PACKAGING:

CASE 1 243 360

STRUCTURE 1 220 170

TOTALS 1420 2895

*ADDITIONS BEYOND UNSTABILIZED BASELINE
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Table 4.3.5.2- 2 Weight and Cost Summary

CONFIGURATION B - COMMON GIMBAL

ELEMENT QUANTITY UNIT WT. UNIT COST

(GRAMS) ($)

GYROS 1 110 1500

TORQUE.MOTORS

18 oz-in 2 113 85

PIVOT BEARINGS 4 6

POWER AMPS 2 158 60

POSITION PICKOFFS 2 11 55
mRAD

DAC'S, ADC'S 2,2

WIRING 45 15

'IR SENSOR*

SENSOR OPTICS*

PROJECTOR OPTICS*

PACKAGING:
CASE 1 175 280

STRUCTURE 1 170 135

TOTALS 1064 2354

*ADDITIONS BEYOND UNSTABILIZED BASELINE

8
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Table 4.3.5.2-3 Weight and Cost Summary

CONFIGURATION C - COMMON MIRROR

ELEMENT QUANTITY UNIT WT. UNIT COST

(GRAMS) ($)

GYROS 1 110 1500
..1

TORQUE MOTORS

20 oz-in 1 114 85

10 oz-in 1 114 85

PIVOT BEARINGS 4 - 6
u POWER AMPS 2 159 85

I I-

POSITION PICKOFFS 2 11 55
0 m MD

DAC'S, ADC'S 2,6

WIRING 20 10

IR SENSOR* 1 1700 390

1* 9- SENSOR OPTICS*

0 [PROJECTOR OPTICS*

PACKAGING:

CASE 1 479 485

STRUCTURE 1 135 110

TOTALS 3012 2969

*ADDITIONS BEYOND UNSTABILIZED BASELINE
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Table 4.3.5.2- 4 Weight and Cost Summary

CONFIGURATION D - FIXED SENSOR, MIRRORED PROJECTOR

ELEMENT QUANTITY UNIT WT. UNIT COST
____________(GRAMS) Cs)
GYROS 110 1500

TORQUE MOTORS

0.5 oz-in 2 28 45

PIVOT fEARINGS 4 - 6

POWER AMPS 2 39 45

POSITION PICKOFFS

v I4RAD 2 140 460

DAC'S, ADC'S 2,6 

WIRING 16 8

IR SENSOR* 1 31 2100

SSENSOR OPTICS* 1 123 95
LEPROJECTOR OPTICS* 1 100 130

PACKAGING:

CASE 1 ill 270
STRUCTURE 1 60 80

TOTALS 965 5307
*. *ADDITIONS BEYOND UNSTABILIZED BASELINE
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% where

k =proportionality constant
&T is the contrast temperature differential
NET is the noise equivalent temperature sensitivity.

The term e-yR is the atmospheric degradation factor which degrades the
temperature differential contrast signal over the range R (km). The term

y is the extinction coefficient (km-l) of the atmosphere which is dependent

on the wavelength band and the atmospheric conditions.

Figure 4.3.5.3-1 shows the maximum permissible extinction coefficient for a

thermal imager sensor in the 8 - 12.0 um band and the extinction coefficient

for the laser link.

14

54.6
12 - 21.8

>\

10 >10'

0.2

Therma

I 0.25

0.3 kn < Link .

2 0.5 k

., -0.8 kn (Visibility)

0 1 2 3
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Figure 4.3.5.3-1. Maximum Permisble Extinction Coeffioliet
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It can be seen from Figure 4.3.5.3-1 that a maximum extinction coefficient

of approximately 1 is permissible for a 2 Km range. This corresponds to a

transmission of 13% at that range. It also corresponds to a 0.8 Km

visibility which represents a moderate fog. Table 4.3.5.3-1 shows the

visual conditions.

Table 4.3.5.3-1

Visual Conditions

Visibility
Visual Condition [km]

Exceptionally clear 70 - 180

Very clear 18 - 70

Clear 9 - 18
Light haze 3.9 - 9
Thin fog 0.9 - 3.9

Moderate fog 0.48 - 0.9

Thick fog 0.18 - 0.48

Dense fog 0.048 - 0.18

The case of countermeasures, where aerosols are used, corresponds to a

dense fog where the capability of track would be reduced to almost zero

range. However aerosols do not last long as a general rule, and therefore

would not seriously degrade system effectiveness.

Other environmental effects, such as turbulance, are discussed in Section

4.3.1.2 (sensor analysis).

Target Mix

A thermal sensor operating in the 8 - 12.0 v band does not require large

target temperature differentials in order to track the target. Temperature

differentials of less than 10C between target and background may be

adequate in most cases for target centroid track. The difference between

84 o
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. target emissivity and background makes it possible to track several types

': ~ - of vehicles equally well, including trucks, armored carriers and helicopters.

In the case of bunkers, the emissivity of concrete, metal and openings would

be somewhat different than that for soil and trees. This should make it

possible for them to be seen as a contrast by the operator; however, it is

not clear how well the IR tracker might maintain a good aimpoint.

If effective use of the weapon against this type of target is important,

then it may be advisable to provide a manual tracking mode, so that

whatever aimpoint target features were used by the gunner during target

acquisition could be employed for target track, since the aimpoint selection

of the IR autotracker might be very uncertain from target to target.

The target mix score could be stated as follows:

Auto-track
Target capability

Yes No

Tank X

Truck X

Armored Vehicle X

Helicopter X

Bunker X

Emplacement X

Score: 4/6

4.3.5.4 Development Costs and Risks

Configuration D involves two concepts which would require considerable

development effort: the wide angle FLIR and the angle pickoff for the

laser steering mirror. To regain the original IR sensitivity, the scanning

rate in the sensor is increased, a change which ripples through at least 2 or 3

of the electronics modules (see Section 4.3.4.1). This is pushing the

state-of-the-art somewhat since the highly miniturized FLIR needed for a

i.. 8"



shoulder held 2 km guidance unit already involves a technical development]
advance over current operational hardware.

The steering mirror angle sensor for D has very severe accuracy demands
placed on it, because, in addition to the moderate demands of beam leadJ
steering, the laser beam must be precisely rotated over a range of about
+2 degrees to follow gunner pointing errors. The ability to achieve the
steering accuracy allocated in the pointing error analysis (Figure 4.3.5.1-1)
at the modest weight allocated (140 gins per unit), and yet achieve rugged-
ness and high reliability, would seem quite risky. The determination of a
specific design solution to this difficult problem would be needed in
order to properly estimate this risk. For these reasons, D has by far
the highest risk and/or cost to develop.

* The angle pickoff requirements for the projector pivot in configuration A
are not nearly as severe in terms of linearity; however the ability to
repeatably seek null within 40 v radians is still a challenge, and for that
reason, and because the dynamic interaction between the pivoted projector0
and the stable platform has not been fully evaluated, A is noticeably
riskier than B, which is straightforward in all respects.

Configuration B involves off-the-shelf hardware and straightforward design
processes. The only major uncertainty is the effect of platform mass
unbalance due to the projector zoom mechanism, which could be solved, if
need be, by providing a counterbalance mass to the zoom mechanism.

Configuration C suffers from the developmental problem that it is too
heavy, the solution for which would almost certainly involve sharing the
optical path between the sensor LOS and laser beam (common aperture).
There could be a significant challenge in keeping 10.6 pm laser backscatter
out of the highly sensitive 8-12um focal plane. Other developmental

aspects of C are fairly low risk.
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4.3.5.5 Traininq

The standard for training ease would be Configuration A (dual gimbal)
for the following reasons:

1) Display stabilization and scene/reticle characteristics can be
optimized for maximum gunner assistance, with no regard to
compromises for laser beam pointing requirements.

2) Guidance "assistance" from the gunner, for close-in, fast moving
targets, which might become a trainable feature of other candidates,
would never be needed; the missile maneuver capabilities would
be the only limiting factor.

3) The inherent isolation between gunner and sensor ensures that
his jitter movements have virtually no effect on miss distance,
and thus training for "handling" during tracking is obviated.

4) Large angular excursions of the guidance unit are allowed during
tracking, with no effect on miss distance. These allowable
excursions could be even larger than the sensor gimbal limits,
without pulling the laser beam away from the aim-point, since
the projector can be pivoted an addltioni 20 or so.

5) A stabilized scene can be presented to the gunner during the
target "search and acquisition" phase of operation, prior to
missile launch and auto-track. This should make the acquisition
training an easier, less time consuming task.

Configuration B (common gimbal) enjoys most of the training characteristics
of A, with slightly degraded "ease" on items 1), 2) and 4), above. These
differences would likely be trivial, particularly if one of the alternate
guidance bias schemes discussed in section 4.2 were successfully implemented.

The common steering mirror configuration ("C") suffers from a lack of
natural gunner jitter suppression, and thus motion of the guidance unit
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during missile flight effects miss distance to some degree. Because of
this, the gunner should be trained to suppress h igh frequency rotations of

the unit during auto-track. Other than this, "IC" would have the same
training characteristics as "B".

Candidate D, with its fixed sensor, suffers the most in pointing accuracy
uegradation due to gunner motion during track, and to some extent during

acqusiton.Also, allowable angular excursions of the guidance unit are

more restrictive, although this configuration, like candidate A, enjoys the
advantages (items 1 and 2) of the independently steered laser beam.

All othj~r factors effecting training, such as mode control, sight selection,
and initialization are of a difficulty level equal among the candidates.
All were found to be excellent in training ease, with candidate "D" not

quite as good as the others.

4.3.5.6 Reliability

A relative measure of reliability was developed by first establishing a
parts count for each candidate. The parts count included only elements
which were required to implement stabilization and tracking functions.
The basic components such as the laser, IR sensor, Image processor, display

and all other parts which would be present on a non-stabilized device were
not included. (See Tables 4.3.5.2-1 through 4)

* The parts were then separated into a high failure rate category and a low
failure rate category based upon experience with similar type devices.
The high failure rate category was comprised of the "working" elements
.Ihlch are prone to failure due to their complexity, temperature cycling or
wear. This category included elements such as gyros, torque motors and
power amplifiers. The "non working" or relatively passive elements

comprised the low failure rate group. These included low power electronic
devices such as Analog to Digital Converters and passive mechanical

components such as pivot bearings.



The gimbal angle sensors could fall into either category depending upon
their requirements. If high precision measurements were required, the
sensor was classed in the high failure rate cat egory since the device would
be more complex and prone to failure by performance degradation as well
as a catastrophic failure. Low accuracy sensors were placed in the low
failure rate category since they would be relatively simple devices.J

A relative weighting of 3 was used for the high failure rate parts. A

raw reliability score was made up of the sum of the low failure rate parts
and the weighted high failure rate parts. The raw score is a relative
measure of failure rate so that a low score indicates a more reliable
candidate. These raw scores are as follows:

Candidate A (Dual Gimbal) 28
Candidate B (Commnon Gimbal) 21
Candidate C (Commnon Mirror) 25
Candidate D (Fixed Sensor) 29

The common gimbal system has the best (lowest) score because this system

requires the least number of additional parts to make a stabilized system
out of a non-stabilized system. The commnon mirror system requires additional
components to resolve base motion and gimbal motion and therefore has a
higher score. The dual gimbal system is more complex, and requires more

components since it has two separate stabilization systems. The fixed sensor
concept has the worst score even though the sensor is not stabilized. This

results from the fact that the same number of parts are required to control
the laser alone as would be required to stabilize both optical devices as

in the conmmon gimbal system. Since the sensor is not stabilized, additional

electronics is required to stabilize the display. Increased complexity
and parts count has been traded for low weight in this system.

The optical elements used in the gimballed mirror configurations were not
Included in the parts count. These were trated as structural elements
with zero failure rate. This is probably a somewhat optimistic treatment

since these elements can fail due to alignment changes caused by the field

environment.
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Maintainability was considered to have the same relative ranking as the
reliability scores. The justification for this assumption is that the
MTTRS would be a direct function of the failure rate. Features that

affect maintainability such as modularity, repair complexity and adjustment/

alignment requirements are influenced by design details that are beyond

the scope of the study. The alignment and adjustment requirements will

probably be minimum with the common gimbl system since only mechanical

integrity is involved.
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- . 5.0 Evaluation Summary

5.1 Factors and Weightings

The various value factors, upon which the competing candidate configurations

were judged, were explained in section 4.2. Figure 5.1-1 gives

the relative ranking for those factors, in terms of their importance to

making the final selection of a pointer-tracker design approach, and the

weightings to be applied to the grades arrived at from the section 4 technical

data.

Factor
Ranking Evaluation Factor Weighting Weighting Curve

I. eveve Accurac 20

3. Rik 13

4. Relative Unit Production Coat 12

5. Creasing Target Accuracy 9

6. Acaen Environment Eftacs a

7. Reimiabltil~aimainabllty 7 /
. Target Mix Accmnadlotn S

9. Relative Training Earn 4 0

. 10. Raot ve Davelopmuit Cam 3

- ___ I I I I
Toal 2 6 10 14 18 22

(Point or Weighting Factor Valua
Potent)

Figure L.1-1. Concept Find Evaluation Factors nd Weighting Meaum

5.2 Results Matrix

First, the raw grading data developed in section 4 was assembled into a

matrix, Fig. 5.2-1, from which relative grades on a scale of 1 to 10 were

assigned. Figure 5.2-2 presents the final results in terms of a matrix of

grades ranging from the poorest (1) to the best (10), with the sum of the

grade-weight products, divided by ten, in the last column. The highest

possible score is 100. Grades, in a relative sense among the candidates,

are traceable directly to Fig. 5.2-1, however the absolute level of the

grades reflects a notion of what might be achieveable in early 1980's
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Configuration

A B C 0
(Dual (Common (Common (Fixed

Evaluation Factor Gimbal) Gimbel) Mirror) Sensor)

Accuracy (l) 93 prad 84iured 98jurad 192 prad

Weight - kg 1.42 1.06 3.01 0.97
(b) (3.12) (2.331 (6.62) (2.13)

Risk
10 - igh; 1 - Low 4 2 5 9

Prod. Cost - $ per Unit 2895 2354 2969 5307

X-Tgt Accuracy
Mins Contrib - metrs 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1

Environ Effects
10 - Best; 1 - Worst 8 8 8

igh Proid / (Low Pra ) 4/16 3/12 3/16 5/14 29 3x Number of High Prec
Number of Parts by Type Plus Number of Low Prac

Target Mix 4/6 4/6 4/6 4/6
Number of Targets

Training Ease 2 3 3 4-
10 -Hard; 1 -Easy

Development Cost 2 1 2 5
5 - High; 1 - Low

Figure 5.2-1. Grading Matrix, Raw Data

technology if one were to focus primarily (but oot exclusively) on the

particular factor in question, and let the others fall as they might.

There is quite a bit of subjectivity in that method of absolute level

choice, and to see what would result from removing it, grades were assigred

wherein the best among the four candidates got a 10 and the worst a 1.

The result is that the rank order of the weighted sums did not change, the

values were simply more spread out, reflecting the increased emphasis on

small differences in performance.

5.3 Conclusions

The weighted scoring shows that the poorest grade goes to configuration D,

where the sensor (FLIR) is fixed to the guidance unit case, and the laser

beam is steered to the aimpoint LOS witih a 2 axis steering mirror. This

candidate survived the pre-screening on the basis of a weight level

perceived to be possibly much lower than the others, with risk and development

cost as drawbacks. A closer scrutity" shows that it suffers a great

disadvantage in accuracy, being marginal for a 2 km range, and production costs
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are perceived to be high due to significantly Increased design demands

on the FLIR. This concept is probably somewhat ahead of it's time, for if

the FLIR could be configured with an even higher focal plane sampling rate

than proposed here, it could be made competitive in pointing accuracy. To

do this with low weight and volume is probably several years away in FLIR
development.

Bringing the maximum range down to one kilometer, and demanding a little

more skill from the gunner might improve "D's" prospects, but the considerable

design challenge posed by steering the beam mirror very precicely must not be

ignored.

Surprisingly, the common steering mirror candidate (configuration C) suffers

most from being the heaviest. At the outset, it was generally expected that

this arrangement would be at worst no heavier that the common gimbal.

That perception was based on the use of amirrorjust large enough to handle

the FUR optical path, with the laser path somehow sharing that area.

Since the laser beam must turn in common angluar polarity with the FLIR
FOV, they would have to share the same mirror surface, and it is felt that

the design risks associated with the resulting backscatter problem are too

severe. If. this problem were solved in some manner which didn't add any

weight of its own, then the grading influences would change as follows,

compared with the non-shared aperture configuration:

Aperture Path

Shared Separate

Weight (kg)* 2.35 3.01

Prod. Cost Cs) 3214. 2969.

Risk 6 5
Reliability/Malnt 26 25

(Parts Count)
Development Cost 3 2

The other factors remain the same. Transforming these to 10-scale grades
gives the shared aperature mirror variation a weighted sum grade of 68, compared

with 61 for the separate aper ure.

*Optics weight decreases by 0.6 kg, torquer weight decreases by 56 gm.
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Another variation of the commnon mirror concept is one where the gyro is
en mounted to the inner gimbal, with the mirror 2X axis connected by a 2:1

belt drive to it's torquer rotor. This gives it nearly the same pointing

accuracy performance as the corinon gimbal, but increases the weight and con-
plexity such that, even with a shared aper ture mirror, it's weighted sum
grade is only 67.

Figure 5.2-2 shows B, the commnon gimbal configuration, to be the highest in
overall score. A few words about mirrors versus gimbal mounts for pointer-
tracker (P-T) systems is in order at this point. P-T systems usually have

two angle control jobs to do, in addition to their'blectro-optics" or

recognition type of tasks. These are (1) to hold a line-of-sight (LOS)
fixed when the mounting base moves and the target object does not, and (2)
to move the LOS when the target moves but the base does not. From studying

designs of P-T systems which have been built and tradeoff studies conducted

for proposed systems, it becomes clear that the method chosen is usually
influenced heavily by the dynamic characteristics of the two "independent"

angle motions, the base and the target. When target LOS rates are high,

* and base motions slow, mirrors tend to be selected (Refs 2 , 3 ); and when

target motion is slow but base motion fast, gimbal mounts prevail (Ref 18,33).
Where both base and target motions are fast, one may encounter
systems comprised of a gimbal mount supporting a rotating mirror (Ref 6).

Unless the design incorporates compensating mechanisms, inertia of the stable
element tends to work against a mirror and to the aid of a gimbal mount in
stabilizing against base motions. If the inherent inertia of the semrsor and/or

transmitting device are large, and target LOS angles change rapidly through

fairly large angles, the steering mirror can achieve large weight and power

savings over a gimbal mount. The trade turns the other way, however, when

steering slowly thru small angles with lots of random base motion. The

dynamic environment for the shoulder held LBR guidance unit for this application

is characterized by slow moving targets, and rapid base motions over small

angles. The inherent simplicity, ruggedness and low production cost of

agimbal mount are hard to ignore when, by it's basic nature, it out performs
a steering mirror in this application.
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Configuration A, which is really variation of the commnon ginibal,B,
achieves a high score by virtue of it's grade for crossing target accuracy,
even though it suffers in weight, cost and risk. This advantage is

probably overstated by the grading, because of two considerations: (1) the
0.3 meter miss distance assigned to B, and'thus a grade of 4, is virtually
the total guidance induced error at the l00m target range used, and is only

0.1. worse than the 2km total error for either A or B; (2) It is likely
that, when an optimum design is worked out, one of the other guidance bias

methods discussed in section 4.2 will reduce crossing target errors to

levels comparable to direct beam lead.



Section III
PHASE II - TEST PROGRAM

1.0 Introduction and Summary

This section describes the testing activities, including a description of

the brassboard system, the test equipment, details of the tests that were

performed and the results obtained.

The intent of the test program is to evaluate the concept performance and

the characteristics of critical components for the tracking/stabilization

configuration recommended in the Phase I tradeoff study described in Section
II.

The Phase I evaluation concluded that the best configuration for target

* tracking and guidance beam pointing in a one man portable, direct fire, laser

beamrider anti-armor weapon system, consists of a miniaturized FLIR, mounted

on a two-axis gimballed platform. A laser beam projector is also mounted on

the platform with its axis aligned with the optical axis of the FLIR. Scene

imagery from the FLIR containing the target are fed to an image processor/

tracker which determines a desired aimpoint in the sensor field-of-view (FOV).

A two-axis gyro is mounted on the stable platform, and the signals from the_-

gyro and tracker are acted on by the control logic to produce command signals

to the azimuth and elevation torquers to rotate the platform.

At the beginning of the test program, MDAC had, in its electro-optics and

circuit study laboratories, most of the major elements of this type of tracker

system configuration, as a result of an IRAD study conducted during the first

half of CY 1980 and ongoing new business projects. The purpose of that test

program included objectives similar to this one.

Using much of the hardware already available, the design and integration of

the system was carried out, utilizing a visible band video camera for a

9,
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sensor, and a sequence of tests was carried out to determine the performance •

of the concept.

During and following assembly and integration, key data on the characteristics

of the optical tracker, the gyro, the torquers and gimbal angle pickoffs were

obtained and evaluated, and the system simulation model updated.

For automatic target tracking and stabilization performance.tests, the launcher

components were mounted on a 2-axis angular motion table, driven by repeatable

sinusoidal motion and random simulated "gunner motion" signals, while the

optical tracker viewed a model of a typical target shape. Scene stabilization

was qualitatively evaluated via a TV monitor of the sensor video signal, and

pointing error determined by a combination of theodolite data and control

system internal signals.

For evaluation of the soft cage (acquisition) mode, subjects were asked to

hold the mass simulated launcher module, and evaluate responsiveness versus

scene stability for various caging loop gains.

The following summarizes the results of these tests:

o Base motion was attenuated by a factor of at least 150 in the

auto track mode. This corresponds to a line-of-sight

stabilization of better than 55 microradians with a poor or

untrained gunner.

o The test unit was able to track the equivalent of a 10 meter

per second crossing target at 100 meters range to within the

accuracy of the performance measuring device (120i-rad).

o In the soft cage mode, base motion was reduced by an order

of magnitude for stationary targets.

o The soft cage mode provided some gunner relief in tracking

close-in, high-speed crossing targets. Analysis of the

test results indicated that non-linear compensation would

be necessary to adapt the degree of responsiveness versus

scene stabilization to the gunner's need under various

target tracking conditions.
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2.0 Test Objectives

The broad objectives were:

A. Optimize the system response for the conflicting desires of

responding accurately to desired inputs, on one hand, and

ignoring spurious errors on the other.

B. Measure the tracking/pointing accuracy, and degree of scene

stabilization of the optimized system.

C. Determine the component characteristics most suited to the task,

and update the simulation models of those components.

D. Explore gunner contributions/errors/characteristics in

accomplishing the pointing/tracking functions.

There were four categories of test data desired to achieve those

objectives:

1. The characteristics of selected components, and their

relation to the analytical models. This data includes

items such as noise levels, bandwidths, hysteresis,

nonlinearities, and null shifts, as well as size, weight,

and power consumption.

2. A measure of the ability of the system to ignore unwanted

gunner motion and tracker jitter. This data focuses on

laser pointing error.

3. A measure of the ability of the system to follow moving

targets and reduce "real" tracking errors. This is also

laser pointing error data.
4. A measure of the ability of the system in the target

acquisition, or "soft cage" mode, to follow gunner pointing

and yet stabilize the displayed scene. This is likely to

be a "handling characteristics" determination.

Objective A was partially achieved. To truly optimize system response,

the control logic hardware would have to be much more flexible by use

of a microprocessor, for example. The hard-wired linear electronics used
in this example were not suited to exploring system optimization to its

fullest extent.

All other test objectives were met.
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3.0 Test Article Description

The test article consists of two major modules, the Launcher Module,

which simulates the weapon, and the Electronics Module, which houses

the breadboard electrical and electronics functions as well as test controls

and monitors. Figure 3.0-1 shows the various functional elements of the

system, their module location, and principal interaction paths. The follow-

ing paragraphs give a description of those system elements.

3.1 Launcher Module

This consists of a simulated IMAAWS-sized missile launch tube, on which is

mounted the stabilized sensor unit as well as the eyepiece CRT display.

The stabilized sensor unit consists of a two-axis gimbal set, with azimuth

(horizontal) and elevation (vertical) pivot bearings, gimbal angle torquers,

gimbal angle transducers, vidicon visible band sensor, two-axis gyro and

static mass balancing mechanism. The gimbal freedom is + 5 degrees in each

axis.

Figure 3.1-1 shows a photograph of the launcher module, and the following

paragraphs more fully describe the various components.

3.1.1 Sensor

A Sony model AVC-1400, standard TV video camera, was utilized as a sensor.

This is a compact, low-cost vidicon device, of standard RS-170 video signal

format, with remote power/signal conditioner unit. Figure 3.1.1-1 shows

an exploded view of this camera.

Prior to mating with the gimbal set, the outer cover was removed, and

the vidicon tube and deflection yoke were rotated 90 degrees so that the

inner box chassis could be laid on its side for attachment to the inner

gimbal bracket.

The standard AVC-1400 lens was replaced with a Bell & Howell type V 102mm

lens of f/4.5.
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3.1.2 Gyro_. .. "

The Incosym Mod V is a two degree-of-freedom dynamically tuned P

gyro. The rotor is driven by a hysteresis synchronous spin motor. The

rotor suspension system is mechanically tuned to the spin speed to

torsionally decouple the rotor from the case-fixed shaft, thus, enabling

the rotor to operate as a free body about any axis perpendicular to the

spin axis. Electrical pick-offs are provided to sense relative motion

between the rotor and the case. Electro-magnetic torquers are included to

provide a capability of torquing the rotor.

This unit weighs 180 gms (6.3 oz) and is -.1-3/8" long and -I" in diameter

(see Figure 3.1.2-1). Spin speed is 9600 rpm, with spinup time of about

10 seconds, and 1.5 watts maximum are consumed to maintain speed. The

unit has a maximum capability of 400 degrees per second. One sigma drift

rates are 50 deg/hr g-insensitive, and 50 deg/hr/g g-sensitive. One unit

has been tested to a 200g shock level with no degradation in performance.

The caging loop design employed in this application provided an instrument

bandwidth of 80 Hz at 450 phase lag,

3.1.3 Torguers

The two gimbal torquers, for control of the stabilized platform azimuth

and elevation angles, are Aeroflex model TQ25-2 brushless wide angle DC

torque motors. Peak torque capability is 80 oz-in, with a continuous torque

rating of 25 oz-in. Driving voltage for a 25 oz-in output is 14.8 VDC into

16 ohms, and back EMF is 0.19 v/rad/sec. Each unit weighs 12 oz and is

2.5 inches in diameter and 1 inch long. The torque sensitivity versus

angular excursion is shown by Figure 3.1.3-1. The angular excursion utilized

in this application is + 5 degrees.

3.1.4 Gimbal Angle Sensors

The platform gimbal angle pickoffs, one for each axis, are Schaevitz model

100 MHR Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) type position trans-

ducers. They produce a phase sensitive ac voltage output proportional to

linear displacement of the core within the coil housing. The core rod is

connected to a crank arm at each gimbal pivot, the arm being of length

sufficient to insure good angular linearity of the LVDT output over the + 50
104
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gimbal travel.

3.1.5 Eyepiece Display

The viewfinder for the Hitachi GP-7 self-contained color TV camera is

being used for the eyepiece monitor. Designated as Model VM-151A, it has

a 1.5" diagonal CRT screen and weighs under 2 lbs. A 1 volt peak-to-peak

composite video signal is the input requirement. The unit consumes

1.3 watts of power at 9 volts d.c.
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3.2 Electronics Module
Figure 3.2-1 shows the electronics cabinet housing the controls, displays,

and power supplies for the tracker system. The various components of this

module are described in the following paragrapns. In the tactical weapon,

the tracker, servoamps, control logic, gyro loop, and reticle generators

would be miniaturized and housed in the guidance unit on the launcher. The

TV monitors, test-oriented controls, and most of the power supply elements

are, of course, unique to the test and development environment.

3.2.1 Tracker

The DBA series 606 automatic television target tracker is a selectable edge

or centroid tracking unit which will accept standard RS 170 video format,

and is commercially available from DBA Systems, Inc. It has an adjustable

track gate size, and produces azimuth and elevation error signals as well

as an aimpoint cursor and reticles indicating video center (sensor

boresight) and track gate outline. The unit employed in this test is

19-inch rack mounted with controls on the front panel. Table 3.2.1-1 shows

some of the pertinent specifications.0
This tracker requires a high contrast, uncluttered target in order to

reliably maintain track, and would not be suitable for tracking motorized

ground vehicles in typical background situations. For this reason, field

tests of the autotrack mode were not attempted,

3.2.2 Servoamplifiers

The gimbal torquers are driven in push-pull by Opamp Labs Model 440KR

50 watt differential operational power amplifiers. These amplifiers were

utilized in a current feedback mode in order to minimize back EMF torques

on the gimbals. Each amplifier is capable of driving 1.9 amps into the

16 ohm torquer load at frequencies ranging from d.c. to over 50 KHz.
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FIgure 12.1. Eleevnics Mciii. 
)

~~~Table &Z2.-1. TV Tracker DBA 60M -

*1 Specificatons

Input Signals: Tracking Gate Performance:

Video Input: Tracking Gate Position:
Composite video levl, 1.5 Vpp nominal Manuel - Fixed to the center or manually positioned

Compalble with TV or FLIR of 200 to 1250 line to any point within the flaid of view.

per frame Automatic - Automatically follows the field of view.

Scan, Interlaced 2:1 or sequential Tracking Gt@ Modes:

Auxiliary Input: Centrod - Center of mass of the target.

Allows externally generated signals to be mixed with Edge - Operator sltl, Right. Left, Top or

the output composite video for display on a TV Bottom of the target.

monitor, such as exnal reticles, timing signals,
character generators. etc. Tracking Get Size:

Manually adjustable from 1% to 100% of the field of

Target Contrast: view.
SelctaIis white, black or mixed target referenced to

Target Tracking SpecdflcatIons: Composite video mixed with artificial video, defining

MInimtu Rk evble Target Displacement gate ara, track point indicator, etc.

Edge - I TV line
Centrold -1 IV line -Error Output:

DC voltage proportional to target position in the field

Minimum Target Sie: of view, nominally +5 to -5 VDC at 1 K n impedance.

1 TV line/field - Correlator out The maximum linearity error is dictated by the video

2 TV line/f laid - Correlator in chain which is nominally ±2%.

Minimum Target Signal/Noise Ratio: Azimuth/Elevation Indicator:

(Peak Signal to RMS Noise) A Digital Panel Meter (DVM) indicator which gives

Edge -4:1 displays of the Az/EI output error signals.

Cenrold -2:1
Tes Reticle:

An artificially creted signal which Is visible on the
monitor as a croseheir describing the Az/EI null points. .1

.1
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.a : 3.2.3 Control Panel

The control panel for stabilization contains switches and circuits for:

Gyro Turnon (Spinup)

Gyro Cage

Gimbal Torquers Enable

Mode (Track/Cage)

Gain Change
ml

Input/Output Test Jacks

3.2.4 Gyro Electronics

The gyro is operated as an angular rate indicator by operating it in a

closed loop or "strapdown" mode. The electrical pickoff signals are

demodulated, shaped, current amplified, then fed back to the gyro's internal

torquers in such a way as to bring the gyro back to null. The torquer

current, proportional to angular rate, is used as the input rate signal to

the control boards.

3.2.5 Circle Generator

Gimbal angle queueing is provided within the sight unit (CRT display) by a

circle. The distance between the center of the circle and the crosshairs is

proportional to the gimbal angle. When the sight is in the autotrack mode,

the gunner's duty is to keep the circle around the target which is centered in

the display. This action will keep the gimbal angle near zero and away from

the gimbal limits.

3.2.6 Sync Stripper

The Colorado Video 302-2 sync stripper is used to provide synchronization for

the circular reticle. The unit derives these synchronizing signals from the

DBA tracker's composite video signal. Hence, the circle may be superimposed

onto the target scene on the CRT display.

3.2.7 Buffer Amps

The buffer amps provides buffering in two locations in the video path:
1. Between vidicon output and DBA tracker input;

2. Between DBA output and circle generator inputs.

-log
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3.2.8 Control Board
The control board is an analog circuit utilizing operational amplifiers

which perform the control logic necessary to stabilize the platform in

either cage or track mode.
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3.3 System Design

The Phase I results of this effort indicated a clear superiority for the

common gimbal tracking and stabilization configuration. The design of

this configuration for Phase II testing included two operating modes:

1. An automatic tracking and stabilization mode (T/S)

2. A soft cage (SC) mode.

The tracking and stabilization mode is the primary mode which would be

used to guide the missile to the target. The soft cage mode would be

used to aid in initial acquisition and recognition by providing the gunner

with the capability to voluntarily maneuver the sight while attenuating

his involuntary and undesirable psycho-motor reflexes (jitter).

The implementation of this configuration for Phase II testing was heavily

influenced by funding and schedule constraints. These constraints were

the primary factors in many design decisions; key among these were:

1. The selection of an analog system

2. The use of an existing, off-the-shelf DBA tracker

3. The use of a standard TV vidicon camera as the imaging sensor

These selections minimized cost, schedule and technical risks but had

a significant impact on system performance, design flexibility and opera-

tional flexibility when compared with other design alternatives. The

vidicon camera and DBA tracker combination resulted in a tracking resolu-

tion that was an order of magnitude coarser than comparable focal plane

array and correlation tracker combination. Very high contrast targets

were also required to obtain stable tracking performance with the DBA tracker

which was specifically designed to track high contrast targets. In select-

ing analog circuitry, design and development simplicity was traded for the

flexibility inherent in a digital system using a microprocessor. Mode

switching, non-linear design features and design changes were therefore

limited.
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In the primary mode (Tracking and Stabilization) the system must provide

the two separate and distinct functions of target Tracking and line-of-
sight stabilization. The system has been configured so that the stabili-
zation and tracking functions are uncoupled allowing both functions to be
treated independently. With this approach the two functions can be addressed

- separately to achieve the best overall performance within program constraints.
This functional separation is achieved in a straightforward manner by using

tracker and gyro outputs with the state estimator shown in Figure 3.3-1.
As the figure shows, the transfer functions of the state estimator outputs
to gimbal angle motion are unity. The response of the system to gimbal

angle disturbances such as gunner jitter, is the stabilization function.
Since the transfer functions are unity, the state estimator has no effect
on the bandwidth of the stabilization system.

The tracker signal bandwidth is affected by the state estimator as the

tracker transfer functions indicate. The state estimator provides a first-
order filter for the tracker signal only and, therefore, this design para-
meter can be used to provide additional filtering for the tracking function

without influencing the stabilization function.

Figure 3.3-2 shows an additional state that is the estimate of target line-

of-sight rate. This estimate is a rate aiding signal that is used to track
a constant velocity target with no steady state error. This signal can also
be used to provide the Coriolis acceleration commnand required in line-of-
sight guidance to minimize miss distance in crossing target engagements.
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Closing the loops about the state estimator results in the tracking and

stabilization system shown in Figure 3.3-3. Brushless DC torquers were

used as the actuation mechanism for this system because they minimize the

friction coupling to the stable gimbal platform. Gunner jitter is the main
disturbing input to the stabilization system which enters through non ideal

- hardware characteristics such as friction and magnetic drag. Most of the
isolation is provided by the natural inertia of the gimbal system. The

other principal error sources are tracker noise and tracker resolution.

The design parameters* K A' KR and KG are selected to optimize system per-

formance for two conflicting trends. High bandwidth decreases errors due to

gunner motion and low bandwidth decreases errors due to sensor noise. Analysis
and simulation have shown that a stabilization loop undamped natural frequency

of 5 to 10 hertz is optimum depending on assumptions made concerning gunner
motion. A typical simulation result is shown in Figure 3.3-4. A stabilization
loop frequency of 7.5 hertz was selected for the Phase II design. Similarly,

a state estimator bandwidth of 1.0 hertz was selected based on the simulation
results shown in Figure 3.3-5.

The saume design approach is used for the soft cage mode shown in figure 3.3-6.
* In this mode, the gimbal angle sensors have replaced the scene tracker. The

state estimator gain, K G9 is mechanized as a variable parameter so that the

handling quality of the soft cage mode can be evaluated.

The gain, K G. determines the amount of stabilization or isolation that
the unit will provide from the gunner motion. *At one extreme, with the gain
set to zero and the rate aiding signal out, the unit will be inertially stabilized

and will not respond to any gunner motion. This is not a useful condition since
4' it is desirable to respond to the deliberate motion of the gunner so that he

can voluntarily change his viewing area or aimpoint for target acquisition.
* By increasing the gain, the low frequency motion will be transmitted through

the system to respond to voluntary movement of the line-of-sight while high
frequency, involuntary motion will be attenuated.
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4.0 Test Equipment Description

Two types of tests were performed: Table mounted tests and shoulder

mounted tests. The table mounted tests were performed to obtain quantitative
data to determine the tracking and stabilization performance under controlled

conditions. The shoulder mounted tests were qualitative, to determine handling

qualities of the unit in the soft cage mode.

The table mounted test equipment consisted of:

o Servo Table

o Noise Generator

o Theodolite

o Brush Recorder

4.1 Servo Table

The Aeroflex ARVG-121 consists of a 2 degree-of-freedom pedestal and a

servo electronics unit. Pertinent physical, mechanical and electrical fea-

tures of the pedestal are shown in Figure 4.0-1. The table was operated in

a closed loop mode using a position pot as the angle transducer. A tacho-

meter provides the angular rate signal for damping and a direct coupled DC

torquer provides the actuation in each axis.

The control board schematics for the electronics unit are shown in Figures

4.0-2 and 4.0-3. The frequency response of the closed loop system was tested

and modeled for simulated gunner noise tests. These results are summarized

in Figures 4.0-4 and through 4.0-7.

4.2 Noise Generator

The Hewlett-Packard 3722A is a low-frequency broadband noise generator designed

primarily for use in control systems evaluation and applications requiring the

simulation of random disturbances. The specific feature of the HP3722A that

was used in the test phase was the GAUSSIAN output, a random noise output

of a continuous waveform nature with approximately Gaussian amplitude distri-

bution. If the spectrum of the GAUSSIAN output is assumed to be rectangular,

then Total Power - equivalent bandwidth x power density, with the equivalent

bandwidth normally exceeding the stated GAUSSIAN NOISE BANDWIDTH (fo) by about

5%.
118
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28 In.

12 In.

Daere of F eedk 9 In.-
Az: +10

* 51ev: ±750

Elev. 9 FtLbs 

1 In.9 in

Direct Drive Torque Motors

Az: 18 Ft-Lbs

Acceleration With 0.04 Sing Ft2 Loed

Az: we'Scz
5lev: neOSec2

Gimbal OpeningLJ X
9 In. W X'12 In. H

Tachomete: Inlaond Type TG-401 1
110 Per Rod/Ssc
max Vedow 3oloy 0/sac

4 Lirty: 1% of Actual
Ripple: 4.5% of Actual

Povowi Amplifier: Solid Stoot Non-Switching DC Amplifiler

Lad Capacity: 400 Lbs With 15g Shock

Stove Adjustabe Cushion Type, Fluid Filled

Stow Machanical and Electrical Caoaing

Piclcoff Provision for 216 Encodar 1CFE)

Orthogoality 1 Art Min

Wobble 30OArecSoc

W410" 150 Lbs

Po", 5 Amps at 115V-00 Hz

FRgre 4.01. Aeroflex ARVG-121 Sero Table
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4.3 Theodolite

The Kern DKM2 is a double-circle triangulation theodolite with an optical

micrometer. It has a telescopic magnification of 30X, with an objective

aperture of 45mm. Readings are accurate to within 0.1 seconds of arc.

4.4 Brush Recorder

A 4-channel Brush recorder model 2400 was used to record the test data.

No test equipment was required for the shoulder mounted tests.
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5.0 Table Mounted Tests

The table mounted tests were conducted to determine the performance of the

T/S unit. The gimballed portion of the unit was mounted on the Aroflex

table as shown in Figure 5.0-1. Because of the geometry of this configuration,

the azimuth axis of the table and the T/S unit were separated by 0.25 inch.

The elevation axes were co-linear.

The dynamic characteristics of the tracking and stabilization unit are

similar to the MDAC proposed tactical system for IMAAWS. The pertinent

parameters are summarized below:

PHASE II IMAAWS
TRACKER TACTICAL

Moment of Inertia
(oz-in-seci)

Azimuth 1.3 1.4

Elevation 1.4 1.75

Maximum Torque 43* 30+Q (oz-in)

*The Phase II system torquers have a maximum output capability of 80 oz-in

but were limited to 43 oz-in in the brassboard configuration.

The table-mounted tests were conducted in three groups. In the first group

the Aeroflex table was driven with sinusoidal inputs of known amplitude and

frequency to obtain parametric data on the stabilization performance of the

unit. In the second group of tests, a noise generator was used to drive

the table with random inputs that were representative of typical gunner

aiming error motion under various conditions. The third test involved

tracking of a simulated crossing target.

The test geometry is shown in Figure 5.0-2. The nonmoving target was a

plastic tank model that was about 1/50 of full scale, so that the tank

image size was equivalent to that of a full-size tank at 211 meters. The

model was sprayed with light gray paint and was set against a dark

background to provide sufficient contrast for good operation of the DBA

tracker. A moving target was simulated by using a Helium Neon laser that

was projected onto the wall via the galvanometer-operated mirror.
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5.1 Sinusoidal Tests

The test parameters for the sinusoidal tests are summarized in Table 5,1,1.

Two types of measurements were made to estimate system performance. First a

theodolite was used to measure the line-of-sight jitter. Four different
measurements were made for each azimuth test and the results were averaged.

The maximum deviation of the theodolite measurements in any single test was

29 uradians (6 i

The state estimator output from the control board circuits was used as a

second estimate of system performance. This output was recorded on the
Brush recorder for each test. A sample of this output is shown in Figure

5.1. for the 2.5 hertz. 15 milliradian peak-to-peak run. The state esti-
mator output has a varying amplitude. The median amplitude of this output

was used as a measure of system performance.

The digital simulation was used as another verification of performance. The

simulation results matched very well with the test results in the azimuth

axis. Comparisons of the test and simulation results are shown in Figures
5.1-2 through5.1-4 for the high frequency (2.5 cps) base motion inputs
of 5, 10 and15 milliradians respectively. The true tracking error from the

simulation is also shown in the figures. The true tracking error is larger

than that indicated by the state estimator by 20 to 30 percent. The low
frequency (0.25 cps) results are shown in Figures *5.1-5 through 5.1-7.

An advantage of using simulation results is that performance measures can be

reduced to standard statistical quantities. The WS value of the
true tracking error was determined from the simulation results. A comparison

of the three performance estimates: theodolite, state estimator and simulation
are shown in Figures 5.1-8 through 5.1-11 for the four input frequencies.'
The median of the state estimator and the RMS of the true tracking error from

the simulation show similar performance capability of the tracking and stabili-
zation unit, especially at the higher frequencies. p'.

The T/S performance is summarized in Figure 5,1-12 for the azimuth axis. The

attenuation ratio is the ratio of the base motion amplitude to the tracking error

amplitude. For the simulation data the RMS input amplitude was used instead of
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Tbloe 5.1-1. Sinumoidal Teat Schedule

Test Frequency Amplitude
No. (Hert) (MR)

I N/A 0
2 0.25 5

- 3 0.25 10
4 0.25 15
5 0.50 5
6 0.50 10
7 0.50 15

p 8 1.0 5
9 1.0 10

10 1.0 15
11 2.5 5
12 2.5 10
13 2.5 15

the peak-to-peak amplitude so that a consistent comparison could be made.

This accounts, in part, for the lower attenuation ratio of the simulation

data.

Performance in the elevation axis was analyzed in a similar manner. The

theodollte data was not recorded for the elevation test due to the length of

time required to take these measurements. Theodolite measurements were taken

periodically during the tests to verify that the state estimator and theodolite

measurements-were similar in magnitude. These "spot checks" showed that the

state estimator and theodolite measurements were within the accuracy with

which the theodolite data could be consistently read (-- 30 urad).

Duplication of the test data by simulation was not as successful as it was in the

azimuth axis. The magnitudes were similar but the shape could not be duplicated.

The apparent reason is the synergism or coupling between the line-of-sight

jitter and the DBA tracker, which could not be duplicated with the simulation

model. A higher fidelity tracker model seems to be necessary to achieve a

better match between the test data and the simulation results. The poor

resolution capability of the DBA tracker in the elevation axis (±0.32 mr) is

a principal contributor to the analysis problem. The method of processing of

the interlaced horizontal lines in the two T-V fields that make up a single

picture needs to be better understood to increase the fidelity of the simu-

lation model.
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The dynamic interaction of the DBA and the T/S unit is evident in Figures
5.1-13 through 5.1-16. The shape of tracking error response with the

various frequencies indicates that there is some interaction. The differing

response of tie DBA tracker is also an indication of the same phenomenon. The

bias in the state estimator data is due to mass unbalance. In the tactical

system this error would be removed by integral compensation. Time and

funding constraints did not permit this feature to be incorporated in the

Phase II system.
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.- . The quantitative data shows some similarity between the simulation and test

results as shown in Figures 5.1-17 through 5.1-20. It is also apparent

that the low frequency test data indicates a higher error than the simulation.

The opposite is true at the higher frequencies. The performance estimates

are summarized in Figure 5.1-21 for the elevation axis.

The minimum performance estimates of both the elevation and azimuth axes

indicate that the tracking and stabilization unit has a base motion attenuation

capability of at least 150 to 1. This capability will be further enhanced by

the type of tracker envisioned for an anti-tank weapon system such as IMAAWS.

The use of a digital processor will also add to the system's capability by

utilizing more sophisticated processing techniques than were possible with

the analog system used in the Phase II device.
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5.2 Random Base Motion Tests

A literature search was made to determine gunner aiming capability with

manportable weapon systems. A few reports were found which described

gunner aiming capability in statistical terms that were quantitative, but

no information was found describing the frequency content of the aiming

error. The error amplitude varied with the amount of training and the type

of support provided to the gunner. A summary of the RMS aiming error for

various conditions is summarized in Table 5.2-1.

Frequency content of gunner aiming errors was available from aiming error

tests made during the Dragon Phase IIC test program, and recent tests made

at Fort Benning by MDC-Titusville. Two generic types of power spectral

densities resulted from these tests. One type is illustrated in Figure

5.2-1. The histogram represents a statistical average of 10 tests

performed at Fort Benning. The solid curve is the power spectral density

(PSD) of the Aeroflex azimuth axis in response to white noise. A Hewlett-

Packard model 3722A noise generator was used to reproduce this power

spectrum. This noise generator is capable of producing a rectangular power

spectrum to within 5% of the theoretical RMS value. This device was used

to generate a 5-cycle per second rectangular power spectrum. The amplitude

was adjusted so that the Aeroflex output RMS values were 5, 10, 15 and 20

milliradians. These three values more than cover the anticipated levels

shown in Table 5.2-1. This generic type of PSD usually results when the

target aimpoint is not well defined, and consequently the low frequency

aimpoint wandering tends to predominate the power spectrum. This type of

response may very well occur with a stabilized sight since the gunner's

required task, keeping the gimbals away from the stops, does not have a

sharply defined visual objective,

The second type of spectrum, shown in the histogram of Figure 5.2-2.

occurs when the aimpoint is well defined. Painting crosshairs on a target,

for example, will produce this type of response. In this case, the

predominant response is shifted toward the higher frequencies and usually

occurs around 2 hertz. The solid line in the figure represents the

Aeroflex elevation response to white noise. Approximately twenty percent of

the energy of the histogram is contained in a narrow frequency band near
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S--. Table 5.2-1. Gunner Aiming Error - Amplitude

Error
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2 hertz. To approximate this power spectrum, the noise generator was used

to drive the elevation axis of the Aeroflex table. The amplitude was set

so that the RIS output of the Aeroflex table was 80 percent of the total RiS

value desired. The other 20 percent was added by superimposing a 2 hertz

sinusoidal input of the proper magnitude so that the Aeroflex output RMS

value was 20 percent of the desired total. Total output RMS values of

5, 10, and 15 milliradians were used in these tests. Because of a

calibration error, the te ts were actually run at 4.2, 8.4, and 12.6 milli-

radians.

The results of the random base motion tests are shown in Figure 5.2-3.

These results are based on the state estimator output as discussed in the

previous section. The automatic tracking system provides a line-of-sight

stabilization error of approximately 40 microradians with the base motion

representing a poor or untrained gunner. Allowing for a possible 30 percent

error in the state estimator output, as discussed in the previous section,
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the line-of-sight stabilization error would be less than 55 microradians

which is within the range of accuracy desired for manportable antitank

weapons.

5.3 Crossing Target Tracking Test
The target tracking test was performed by projecting a Helium Neon laser

onto a galvanometer operated rotating mirror and reflecting it onto the

wall as shown in Figure 5.0-2. The mirror was driven from a signal generator

with a triangular wave so that the mirror would rotate at a constant

angular velocity during each half cycle. The angular rate was adjusted so

that it represented a 10 meter-per-second target at 100 meters range as

seen from the T/S unit. Neither a theodolite nor the state estimator could

be used to measure performance for this test. The theodolite could not be

used because it does not measure error relative to a moving line-of-sight.

The output of the state estimator that included the compensation term for

moving targets (rate aiding) was not accessible with the present circuit

design. Modifications of the design to provide this signal, although

technically simple, was not possible to accomplish within the Phase II

schedule.

The only measure of performance available was the output of the DBA tracker.

The T/S unit was able to track the moving target to within the resolution

of the DBA tracker which is + 120 microradlans in azimuth. The tracking

performance was, therefore, equal to or better than 120 microradians.
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6.0 Shoulder Mounted Tests

The shoulder mounted tests were conducted to test the handling quality of

the stabilized sight in the soft cage mode and in particular to determine

the degree of "stiffness" or responsiveness that provides the best com-

promise between the desire for scene stabilization and the ability of the

system to follow the gunner's voluntary pointing movements. Both moving

and still targets were used for these tests.

The launcher module described in Section 3.1 and shown in Figure 6.0-1 was

used for the hand held shoulder mounted tests. The unit weighted 24.5 lbs. and

was balanced about the shoulder support point. The tube was 48 inches long
2

and had a moment of inertia of approximately I slug-ft

The "stiffness" of the soft cage mode can be adjusted by changing the gain, KG,

in the state estimator shown in the block diagram of Figure 6.0-2. A higher gain

results in more responsiveness and less scene stabilization. A lower gain

results in less responsiveness and more stabilization. The gain was adjustable S.

in ten discrete steps as shown in Table 6.0-1. Four of these gains, switch

positions 1, 4, 7 and 9 were used in the test.

01. .Mou e Test Pixu
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Table 6.0-1. Variable Gains for the Soft Cage .

Timve
oih "n, KG  Cormnt Bandwidth

Pition (Sac "1 ) (Sac) (Hertz)

0 6.3 0.16 1.0

1 1 4.7 0.21 0.751
2 3.7 0.27 0.29
3 0 3.0 0.63 oil4 2.5 0.40 0.
5 2.1 0.48 0.34

%6 1.7 0.56 0o8

17 0471 o. Ia 1.0 1.0 0.16

Used In Shouwder Mountel Tes

6.1 Test Description

The test geometry for the moving target tests is shown in Figure 6.0-3. The

. speed of traffic on this road (Bolsa Chica) varies from 45 to 60 miles per

hour, so that the maximum angular rate at nadir varies from 8.4 to 11 .2 degrees

per second. Five subjects were used in the tests. Pertinent data for these

subjects is summarized in Table 6.0-2. Each subject was asked to track targetsI of opportunity from the traffic light or beyond to nader or slightly beyond.

The trees shown in the figure prevented tracking beyond this point. The sub-

jects were instructed to track the right front wheel of each vehicle. Each

subject tracked two cars at each of the four gain settings from the "stiffest"

to the "softest". They were asked to state which gain felt better. The

subjects were then asked to track a still target. The still target was a water

tower that was 4.3 kilometers (2.7 miles) away. The tower subtended a total

angle of 0.88 milliradians in azimuth. The rate aiding signal was removed for

the still target tests. The moving target test was then repeated by reversing

the gain sequence. Two cars were tracked with each gain starting with the softest

and proceeding toward the stiffest gain.

The rate aiding signal was removed for the still target tests when it

became evident that the error in this signal was a dominant factor with

still targets. With the rate aiding signal in, it was difficult to see

any difference in performance in the various gain settings. The error in
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Table 6.0-2. Pertinent Gunner Date

Gunner Msiph we*h Ag comne nt
A 5" 0 46 Good Gunner
a S" 155 3 Mod Gunner
C 6"" 190 25 Poor Gunner
D $.Of 152 24 Mod Gunner

(Left eInded)
E 6'8- 155 43 Good Gunner

this signal at zero target rate seems to be due to a mismatch in the two

sensors, gyro and gimbal pickoff, near null. It is these two signals that

are differenced to obtain the rate aiding signal.

With the crossing targets, the rate aiding signal provided a definite

improvement in performance and handing quality. Future designs will need

to consider this problem. One solution might be to use a threshold for the

rate aiding signal. Below a certain threshold, the signal would be out of

the system and above the threshold, the signal would be included. Other

non-linear compensations should also be considered.
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6.2 Test Results

All subjects agreed that gain setting number 7 was the best gain for tracking

moving targets. Some were more definite about this than others. The better

gunners were able to be more definite in their selection than the poorer

gunners. All gunners were more definite of their selection after the second

set of tests,after they had become more familiar with the device. Gunner A,

one of the best commented, "gain 7 is by far the best," Medium gunner B said,

no difficulty in tracking (with gain 7)". The poorest gunner could make a

selection only after he made a direct comparison with gain setting l and 7.

His comment: "This is pretty nice, doing better with this one".

All subjects had the same difficulty with gain setting 9 on the moving targets.

They were able to track the targets well initially when the line-of-sight rate

and acceleration were low. As they approached the nadir, the high angular

acceleration caused the system to lag and eventually hit the gimbal stops.

In some cases, the subjects mentioned as they began tracking, that this was

the best setting but revised their opinion after they completed the full

tracking sweep.

All subjects also agreed that gain setting 9 was best for the still target.

With this setting all subjects were able to keep the cross hair within the .I

profile of the target which subtended a total angle of 0.88 milliradians.

Their tracking performance was therefore + 0.44 milliradians. With the

higher gain settings, tracking errors of ± 3 milli-radians were not unusual.

Two of the better gunners were later asked to make a comparison of the per-

formance with the gimbals hard caged and the soft cage with gain number 7.
There was no mechanical cajing device so a piece of foam was placed between

the gimbal and the base of the sight to hold it in place. Oddly enough,

neither subject could decide which was better. The responsiveness of the

hard cage had a better feel to it when it was needed, during the high acceleration

portion at nadir or after the gunner lagged behind the target. He could swiftly

compensate by moving the aimpoint forward and the unit responded as he expected.
The visual and physiological feel of the unit were in synch. It was not unusual

for the gunners to lag behind the target after they had been tracking it well
for a distance. This was caused by either a relaxing of concentration or a
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shifting of one part of his body (feet or shoulders) to make the large angular

sweep necessary to track the target throughout the test range. The initial

setup of feet position could easily affect his performance. The body orientation

was an important factor just as it is in skeet shooting where high angular maneuver-

ability without changing foot position is necessary.

It appears as though the optimum stiffness of the caging system is a function

of target acceleration at least, and may be a function of velocity. The inability

of the two best gunners to choose between soft and hard cage is probably due to the

fact that at the lower acceleration and velocity of the initial tracking test,

the soft cage has a better feel while later during high angular acceleration and

rate, the quicker responsiveness has a better feel. This happened earlier with

gain setting number 9, initially the subject said that this was the best but

was unable to avoid hitting the stops later as the acceleration increased.

6.3 Summary

A soft cage mode is a definite aid in tracking and identifying still targets.

Scene stabilization and tracking accuracy improvements of an order of magnitude

are achievable with the soft cage implementation. This is also probably true

with slow line'f sight rate targets that occur either because of long

distance or slow moving targets.

Tracking improvement against close in, high speed targets was not as dramatic

although all gunners showed a definite preference for a particular tracking

bandwidth. It is evident from the test that target geometries that result in a

high angular acceleration require additional compensation to achieve a signi-

ficant improvement in tracking performance. Non-linear or adaptive techniques

should be investigated. High order aiding, such as acceleration aiding should

also be investigated. The gain selected for the non-moving target was 0.44/

seconds. This corresponds to a bandwidth of 0.07 hertz and a time constant of

2.27 seconds. This was the lowest gain mechanized so a lower gain may be opti-

mum. However, the performance improvement from the next higher gain (7) to

this one was not as noticeable as the change in performance from gain 4 to

gain 7. There appears to be a diminishing return for lower gains and, therefore,

a lower setting is probably unwarranted.
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The gain selected for moving targets was 1.4/seconds corresponding to a time

constant of 0.7 seconds and a bandwidth of 0.221 hertz. Gain number 8 was not

used in this test. It has a time constant of approximately 1.0 which is the

time constant used by Stinger alternate (Ref 4.). The gains selected for

the non-moving and moving targets, therefore, bracket the Stinger alternate

gain which implies that similar results were obtained in that program.

I",
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7.0 Results and Conclusions

Phase II testing has demonstrated the ability of the Tracking and Stabilization

unit to attenuate gunner motion by over two orders of magnitude in the auto-

track mode. This translates into a line-of-sight stability of better than

55 micro-radians with a poor or untrained gunner, which is within the level

of accuracy required for a man portable anti-tank weapon system. The system

was also able to track a 0.1 radian per second crossing targetto within the

resolution of the DBA tracker (120u-rad).

Scene stabilization can be provided in the soft cage mode for target

acquisition and recognition. The soft cage mode provides maximum stabilization

at low line-of-sight acceleration and velocities. This is precisely the

condition that occurs at the long ranges envisioned for man portable weapons.

The soft cage mode therefore provides maximum gunner jitter attenuation when

it is most needed for target recognition. Gunner jitter can be reduced by an

order of magnitude in this mode.

For close in-moving targets, some manual tracking relief can be provided but

further work is-necessary to provide the varying "stiffness" required to

cope with the high line-of-sight acceleration that occurs with high speed

crossing targets. Non-linear or adaptive approaches are possible candidates.
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-~ Section IV
RECOMMENDAT IONS

The results of the tradeoff study indicate a clear superiority for a

configuration which provides for the 2-axis gimbal mounting of a miniaturized

FUR and laser projector, with a 2-axis gyro mounted on the stabilized
platform. This configuration of elements can readily form the basis for a

lightweight, rugged, accurate pointer-tracker, of very low technical risk.

For maximum effectiveness on the battlefield, it should be developed into a

design having the following operational features:

1. A sensor which provides both day and night imaging

2. Stabilized scene display for all aiming and tracking modes
3. Three pointing-tracking modes:

a) acquisition mode, where the aiming reticle follows

manually directed guidance unit pointing.

b) auto-track mode, after missile launch commnand, where

the Piming reticle and laser beam follow an IR image

process defined target aimpoint, and a steering reticle

provided in the display to aid gross guidance unit pointing.

c) manual track mode, after missile launch commnand, where

the aiming reticle and laser beam follow manually directed

guidance unit pointing

The addition of the manual tracking mode (with stabilized scene display)

provides a capability against bunkers and other poor thermal image targets,

with almost no increase in weight and very little increase in mechanical

complexity. A default hierarchy of modes might be provided such that low

gunner training and proficiency levels do not degrade the basic system anti-

tank capabilities.
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Some provision should be made for a guidance (beam) lead feature to compensate

for hangoff errors when the target line-of-sight is rotating. This should

not be accomplished by independent steering of the projected beam, by steering

mirror or separate gimbal, if some other method proves feasible.

The results of the testing phase indicate that the configuration recommended

in the tradeoff study is a practical, workable approach, and would present no

significant technical risks in terms of the functional concept. The ability

to readily package the electronics into a small, lightweight, rugged guidance

unit was not addressed by this study, and therefore the technical risks in

that area will not be commented upon.

It is recommended that additional testing and analysis be carried out in the

area of the acquisition mode design and optimization. It became apparent

during the testing that the construction of the control electronics in this

experiment, as well as cost and schedule constraints, did not allow for full

exploration of the expected potential for a stabilization aided manual aiming

mode. A microprocessor should be added to the system to provide the

flexibility, including non-linear control policies, to explore a variety of

target/scene situations.

Some other questions which should be explored are:

1. What are the effects of platform mass unbalances, and, if the

effects are significant, how should they be dealt with?

2. How can weight and electrical power usage be driven to a

minimum? This involves the evaluation of minimum sizes of

components such as torquers, and the possibility of eliminating

the gyro.
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